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Clash of clans update 2018

Coc update timeline. Clash of clans 2018 update download. Clash of clans new update problems.
In the last instance, however, we want the clans to be by their side, so we are not limiting how many co-leaders there may be, which can be entirely. It increased the brightness of eternal eternal eternal skill to make it more visible fixed logic fixed on the unit from the unit AI where random walls would attack. Take a look at these skills: The night witch
makes attacks that hit both land units and air units generate murcals that attack air units and air units will be generated in a swarm of murcation after © S to receive fatal damage, the night witch is an excellent way to get those annoying crushers. , That is why we are introducing the pain of the night witch: the toaster. Healer strokes increased. The
clan logo occasionally blinking was corrected for 1 frame when the Clan Castle is in suspension mode. Recharge costs lower for X-Boy 2 levels and 3. Balance base of the constructor: version 10. ??? Stamp of a single player Shoot in single-player storage buildings. In some cases, when there are more than 500 objects on the map, all of them were not
deleted correctly, which can result in faults when trying to save the people, then solved the error that sometimes placed decorations hidden to the map when saving the Active design In the design editor, allow the exchange of buildings without the reusing of design, also when the asset design edition in the design editor always save the design to the
designer Click on Save for non-active designs. Once I arrived at City Hall 4 in your village of your home, you can rebuild the boat and surf the other side. Now there is an improved feature that allows you to inform offensive names or policy violators directly from the player's profile. The merchant can have what searching. The pork riders now take
greater damage by giant pumps. Fixed fault in the design editor if they move more than 500 objects at a time. The behavior of the wall switch improved. All all! New features thanks to the talented touch of the teacher, you will see interesting nuts in family. familiar. Such as: The archer tower switch is altered between rapid or far-reaching attack. To
use the social features of Facebook, it is now necessary to grant permission for the follow-up of crossed applications. While they appear directly for the enemy City Council, Battle Blimp will reduce a continuous pump aluvión. Solve problems with the real champion that does not throw your shield if the skill is enabled, while frozen forced retargeting
repair after the next attack after destroying a wall, makes the great student do something sensible, While your group is frozen, it makes the great student consider retargeting more frequently if it is not following. Any fixed wall group is jammed on the walls, alert defending the real champion as other metals when the enemies approach the altar, the
electro dragon, sometimes addresses the same goal twice within a single ray chain (It could happen when Retarget is forced while the chain was still active) Set the actual champion that attacks the buildings not defended in rare cases. It works an "error" where the tasks of the clan games are updated when no player in the clan is online for a short
period of UI time and visual reinforcement effect for O.t.t.o Hut when the clock tower is Activate Do not show DC spells on the DC troop area on the attack confirmation screen if someone donates donate while the screen is open Show Pürpura Hero level icons on the attack confirmation screen if the HÃ © Roe Poton is the active show is correctly
reinforced when opening the attack confirmation screen through the war or the friendly Scout View Gray Out binding the clan button if the player does not have insufficient level of City Hall To join the Fix Flowed Graphics clan For Lava Hound and healer (its actual position was not based on the midpoint of the shadow) fix the visual objective. Forge
for many flying troops. The ability of the King Bárbaro, the ability of the queen of Archer, the dragon tantrum of the baby) are are at the same time. Highly expanded keyboard support. Prevent the troops from being twisted after leaving a jump spell, prevents troops from struggling in an endless jump spell loop. Clan improvements If the clan lãder
leaves the clan, the Lãder must assign a new Lãder before they can leave the clan. The client incorrectly assumed that the obstacles would invalidate the tasks of the season of the description season that only require that 1 troop in battles now read as "use archers to win the battles of multiplayer x" art to correct the Visual fault at level 5 of Artillerãa
de É¡guila when firing. Notifications in the game can now specifically configure what type of notifications would you like to receive in the game in the most configuration of the men's configuration. Error corrections will no longer get trapped in the walls when they defend themselves during the clan wars, friendly challenges or the attacks of the
Legend League. Interface improvements Chinese language configuration is already available. The bubes get more acute swords and powerful horns helmets. CLAN IMPROVEMENTS New troop application indicator in CLAN CAT: Touch the indicator to move down to the last request for pending troops. It includes the progress of achievement, the state
of the clan, the victories of the league and donations of troops. Show skin characteristics in the store and the challenges of the season Additional prior views error corrections description of the power description of the fixed text so that we no longer mention the spells that increase twice. Construction walls are snapshots, but requires an available
builder. Increase in Valkyrie attack damage (all levels). You can now copy your current design from the village to your war base Clan with a boton. Ai fix for the GRAND WARDEN EARTH MODE: It will no longer jump to the empty compartments by any reason, the mut The stores and the City Council, as well as its original counterparts. The base
troops of the maximum level builders will now show the flame icon with its level. See the information about total war attacks, defenses and war stars won by In these pages of Information of the Clan War. We did not like to have to do this choice, so, Â¡ ¡Â CLAN CO-LEADERS TAKE CHARGE CLAN Co-Liedres can now be appointed by the clan leader
or other clan co-leaders. Village setting mode available at City Council 3 (previously it was 4). Each troops will have a special ability that frees them from their normal version, adding a new dimension to their local people. - June 26, 2018 The main notes of patches can be found here: June 26, 2018 Update reworking upgrade times! Update times until
City Council 11 have been reduced: Home Village Building Times reduced (up to 50%) Many troop update times were reduced, as well as some spell update times. The Hero-Update times were reduced (up to Level 39) Also: Regeneration of the Hero times reduced at all levels version 10.322.4 (?) - June 11, 2018 "Town Hall 12" of This update, the
minimum versions of the required system rose to iOS 9 and Android 4.1. The City Council 12 is here! The City Council 12 in itself is now a defensive structure capable of defender. Make your Her Roes return to the rapid battle by increasing your 4x recovery while you sleep. It affects Archer Queen, Grand Warden, Archers, cart cars, etc. You can still
choose to deploy your clan castle troops normally by pressing the icon of the clan logo and attack the old road ... you can choose to break your way. At the town hall with a siege machine! When he deploys his siege machine, the Clan Castle troops are automatically placed inside and will remain inside until one of the three things happen: they arrive at
the enemy's town hall, the siege machine is destroyed or you self-destruct the siege machine to implement Your troops. . Some updates also come with a lot of additional bonuses! Check out the benefits you will receive when you update your troops and the battle machine. Allow a look! Construction Time: 24 Hours Rank: 7 Tiles Objectives: Terrain
and Air Tarjero: Any type of damage: Chain beam then, what is the chain? string? War tools obtained an experienced war general in which their clan trusts to dictate in what bases attack? This sliding bar will allow you to manually adjust the size of the implementation bar according to the preference of it. Versión 13.0.1 - December 9, 2019 Town Hall
13 New Town Hall Level: 13 Giga Tesla Town Hall Weapon Changes to Giga Inferno Nuevo Hero: Royal Champion New Defense: Siege Barracks New Troop: Yeti (unlocked in the city (Environment in the city Hall 12) New Levels of Defense: Cain, Defense AÃ © rea, Tower of Magus, Hidden Tesla, X-Bow, Tower Inferno, Artillery Eagle, Walls (Only 100
pieces You can update at Level 14) New Resource Construction Levels: Gold Storage, Elixir Storage, Dark Elixir Storage, Clan New Army Castle Construction Levels: Barracks, Laboratory New Trap Levels: Pump, Pump air, giant pump, search new trope levels: wall switch, globe, healer, dragon, miner, electro dragon, Hog Rider, Bowler New HÃ ©
Roe Levels: Level 70 Bárbaro King, Level 70 Archer Queen, Level 50 Grand Warden N UEVO spell levels: healing spell, jumping spell, skeleton of life improvements of life of life The Her Roes now will automatically try to save and use their ability if they take and damage them and The capacity is available for use. Grand Warden AI improved to follow
the group more effectively and be less prone to drifting while in air mode. Each one arranging errors, trying to balance the raids and / or the introduction of new elements, updates or characteristics. IU A new cosmetic tab has been added to the store in the game where you can navigate and buy cosmetics permanently available, such as Máslas de
Heroes, They are available for gems. Improved techniques of wall switch training have revolutionized the cunning of these intriguing demolitionist. The basic base editions interrupted in progress are now recovered properly. Rock on with Golem Level 5. Turn on the heat with a second tower of hell. Do not explode low level Cars with unlocked
capacity of the last stand if they are beaten by a giant shack. Fixes the visual rounding error for gold and elixir when using a rune for some specific amounts of resources (for example 179999999) corrects an error where a player finished its last task of clan games and disconnected until after that The games ended, then they could be lost to be
eligible to claim the additional reward for maximizing their scoring fee. Its housing space has also been reduced to 1 (the damage, the cost of preparation and the time were also adjusted accordingly). Additional Trap Levels added - Skeleton Trap Level 4 - Giant Pump Level 5 - Pump Level 7 - Air Bomb Level 5 Other: The Skill of Hierro of King Bárbare
will only affect the Barbarians that Genera - Multi -mortar Gear Up is available to update a single mortar in TH10 version 9 version 9.434.26 - February 1, 2018. The Lunar Festival is here! VERSION 9. ??? The suspension mode will prevent the troops from their clans castle defend their people, while signing up their safe reinforcements until they need
them! Copy Base Designs: Do you see the town of a Clan Companion that you really like? Miscellaneous improvements during server maintenance, power power timers will stop correctly. Visitariously: When you visit a village that was recently attacked, the attacked buildings no longer seem destroyed or damaged. It should improve your artificial
intelligence and, for example, it is more likely to walk to open compartments with a missing corner wall segment now. The problem was solved in the design editor, so it no longer places objects on top of each other, which causes the saved when the elements overlap. He eliminated the option of selling buildings. Add support for the attack timer in
Challenge levels. The animations of the skin are more elaborated when they are seen in the closet and the most simple animations in other elements of the user interface. Give yourself improvements for pairing! The parties offered now will be much better and more close to their own trophies count. - April 2, 2019 Challenges of the season: The main
patch notes can be found here: season season - Developer update challenge Disheres to challenge the player! Earn points to unlock the rewards. Fixed visual error with the ability of the real champion, so the rebound of the shield will begin where the previous one ended. Treasury's ability is determined by the levels of the City Council and the benefits
of the clan. The launch of a jump spell will now make the troops redirect immediately if it opens a closest advantageous route. The Advanced War crushes your enemies with Q.E.K.K.A level 4. Best of the characteristics of Clan Wars! Fire from the troops donated from the castle of the basis of the war of war if they do not comply with their standards.
See in the chat when a leader or co-leader begins or cancels a pairing of the clan war. April 9 marks the anniversary of this beloved characteristic and we have a launch of special content in the celebration of the clan wars. New Local Classification Tables: Who is the best player of your country? The route of the wall tracker has been improved.
Present a new challenge task of the season to collect stars in a friendly challenge for the base of the household village or builder. LEWORK OF HOG RIDER! The new and improved pork rider now goes to the defenses, which allows new pork jockey tactics. While we are proud of our achievements with the base of the constructor, be sure that we do not
forget the City Council, in fact, this update focuses mainly on its City Council (although there is a very requested feature for the base of the constructor listed in â € the end!). Update times for Hog Rider, Minion and Valkyrie decreased. The maximum storage capacity for returned resources stolen in attacks has increased at higher levels. He corrected
the error of the donation of He added a more easy way for content creators to create a link to share with their viewers to use their creative code. VERSION 10 VERSION 10. ??? The chat can be scrolled to the top by clicking on the tab on it. The rise of the clock tower will remain in a pause after maintaining, before starting a battle at the base of the
constructor, if a building or a defensive trap is low low It will show its appropriate level graphics on the icon. The list of friends will now show members of your friends list are currently in line. (+ The same solution for troop and spells timers) Remove the artificial limitation of 20 for the senior level of the clan in the clan's bank. Do not engenders the
high grass of the ancient hidden baverbara statue. Error solution: the achievements were not always updated to the game center. Many visual effects were improved. New: The toaster could not add a great offensive unit without finding a way to defend against it. However, at the base of the builder, these hot air attackers give skeletons in mass
hordes to sow chaos and confusion between the defenses of the opponent's land. Balance and other corrections were increased. Iron poup: The Balbaro King and the nearby bals . So we take a look at its base level statistics when you unlock the base of the builder 8. Show your most dominant victories to friends and family. Allow live spectators among
the friends of Supercell ID. See a record of your attack history with a bottle registration and captured trophies. Valkyries: armed with powerful two -hand axes, these maidens unleash Doom's whirlpools on everything around them. Siege Workshop & Siege Másquinas â ¡â €mered the reinforcements of the Clan Castle directly in the heart of the base of
his enemy! The siege masks are the Castles of Clan Móviles trained in the siege workshop, a new building available for the 12 players of the City Council and will carry out and protect the reinforcements of Clan Castle in combat. Valquirías now charge around and position in building pairs to The best places to attack. Support for the 2018 iPad Pro
model. Archers obtain new arch and fashion tiaras from their queen. If you are going to see the dark flashes, you will know that you are visited by these impressive troops of dark barracks. If there are no co-léderes The title goes to the older service elderly. Yetimite damage against resources stores (including City Hall) has been reduced by 50%.
Reducing its reusing will allow you to be driven 3 times by day instead of 2. Specifically, you will address the problem of top-level players who lose of spells of lightning, which makes this strategy much less beneficial. The links of the army never expire! Now you can copy argues between your own rapid train slots in case you want to make slight
modifications to each army list, without the need to recreate it again manually. Worldwide Launch: August 2, 2012 Players from around the world, they sound and bring their clan to victory! Clash of clans is now available for free in 9 languages: English, FranÃ§ais, Spain, Nederlands, Deutsch, PortuguÃªs, Italian, TÃ¼rk and Norske. The players
under 16 years of age will be identified as a "young account" and will have these features enabled: Supercell's identification will not be available, the clans with younger players will have a clan chat Strictly moderate. Clan improvements can now establish a minimum amount of trophies needed for your clan. Then, you can see what about your friends
list is online and what Supercell game is currently playing age checking for new accounts new accounts created in the United States from this update. That you enter your age. The user interface will be closed after buying the legend league shield to avoid unsuccessful shield purchases when buying them too fast. Maintenance - August 9, 2013 "The
first anniversary Boost Fights" Today's maintenance breaks will end the 1st anniversary impulse, I hope everyone enjoys it! We will also make two adjustments in maintenance: the collector increase Resources will be improved (more cheap, harsh), the giant pump (cheaper, more damaged) will be improved [taken from the maintenance element 9-82013 in the forum Supercal ads. ] VERSION 4.74 - JULY 29, 2013 "The Witch" New Unit: The Witch! Expert in the dark art of The witch resusciates the skeletons of the dead warriors. The lesser inaccuracy of the Headhunter poison timer was corrected. New spell: Bat Spell the Bat Spell is a new dark elixir spell that unlocks in the town hall 10 and
points to enemy defenses with an ejí © rcito de Murciã © Lagos angry. Fixed cyculus of the Étilel life for the inaccuracy for siege barracks. We would want to give you more options to execute your clans. Many other small adjustments and solutions. Seeing source over time, Supercell has introduced many updates. Show hidden objects such as teslas
and traps correctly in the player's profile when the member sees it from the same clan. The updates in their town still apply automatically to their basis of war, but remember to place any new building in its basic designer of war! Even if you are updating your Underno or X-Bow tower in your town, you can alternate between different ways in your
basis of war. Blocked buildings will no longer be removed when they use the tool withdraw everything. Write in any language! Smileys and other emoji characters leaning on the chat! Add the special emoji keyboard in your device configuration (General> Keyboard> Tecillos> Add the new keyboard). The protection of guard has now been eliminated.
Improved blasphemous filter for many languages. Defense a Herméica! Improves of Hã © Roes! The Hã © Roes regain healthy health thanks to the new dream of alchemists. The cooling between the repetitions to share has been reduced from 30 minutes to 5 minutes. Balance modifications and corrections of more gold and elixir error! New stores
added to the City Council of the City Council 9. The clan war tools are a new characteristic that allows you to add strategy notes on the enemy bases and claim your objectives! The war of your clan, members on your warlist can label an enemy base and leave a note on the map of the clan war. Therefore, there is no version 12. Along with the increase
of defenses, all its buildings, traps (except spring traps) and walls can be updated at level 7. Indicator online The clan clan Now it will show the number of clan companies currently online. You can update multiple walls if the combined price does not exceed its storage capacity (or if it does, if it is affordable with its current resource amount). Rare tree
x-more, can you detect it? LEVEL OF LEVEL 9 Added! The corrections of errors and other changes find their greatest rivals with the colan Search. Lazy laboratory? Hammer of Troops: Start instantly and finish a troop update. The decrease in the cost of updating the defense by level 7. Do you have problems with the walls? BALANCE OF THE MAIN
VILLAGE: q. Ã ¢ â, â € œNive level 6 buff: +100 HP and +10 DPS Break maintenance - October 12, 2017 Fixed clan war attack Live reproduction for players who left the war clan during them session clans with the word` â, ¬ "on your behalf you can search again Golem's update costs: Levels less than 7 have been retroactively reduced crushers that
still hit troops behind the walls have been fixed the state Online it was not updated correctly for a small number of clan recommendations of players in rare conditions version 9. ??? version 2.44 - September 19, 2012 full support for iPhone 5 and 5th Generation iPod Touch. Construction times Tesla hidden have been reduced. Use correct graphs for
the level 3 constructor in the 12 o'clock position. Each base on the war map is now numbered to help you find bases more Facilities Added to the purchase of the shield (it can no longer protect all the time). An error was corrected where players could have more than expected to experience training and trained troops at the same time. HÃ © Roes:
The new battle specialists have come the time of a brand of HÃ © Roes more and strategically. The increased use of the trap after this update, especially with the search for air mines, means that our flying friends need a little momentum to remain viable. The broken downing cars will be tied to be pushed backwards if your goal is no longer within
reach. Level Up p.e.k.k.a, Healer, Magician, Miner and Discounts of Wall and Balance Switches, Included Included Baseline level of 10 levels of Town 10 levels of Town 10, Get Builder Hall Level 6 and updates of everything, feel the murciós with the New Night Witch! Make enemies to a NTE with the new Big News Clashers of Defense of the Taster!
Greetings! As we continue to develop clan clash, we will release updates, characteristics, balance changes and new content both for the base of the constructor and the City Council. The new clan games and the challenges of golden pass for the challenges of invisibility spell throughout the season related to the winning battles with a troop or spell
have had the necessary amount of battle reduced to 1 each. 15V15 Wars, but may include up to 50 clan members and rotate players during each day of the week. The reproductive buttons of the last friendly challenge of the base of the constructor are correctly visible in the Clan chat. Additional Defensive Buildings: +1 Tesla Hidden +1 Fetackers +1
Army Camp +4 Wall Segments (Wall Pieces x20) Addition of another hidden tesla and firecrackers help take care of those annoying Dragon Dragon Spam attacks and Add A fifth case of the greater tactical flexibility as its attack strategies progresses with the new shipping air unit. Clone spell: Housing space reduced to 3; The cost of beer elaboration

(in elixir and over time) is reduced by 25%. Dragon and p.e.k.k.a: Level 5 and 6 Hitpoints increased; Cost of reduced training for all levels. The slightly increased strokes and damage for Giant level 6 and level 4 e.k.k.k.a. Why? Can you surprise you! BOOGEYMEN at work: for a while, the increase of the factory of spells is much longer and only by 1
gem! Mayhem mortar hits his enemies with level 8 mortar. This is required by Facebook to offer this function. The defense level points of defense increased by 10 (to 1,210 of 1,200), so it cannot be destroyed by 3 level ray spells 7. However, the blow points and the damage of The Hã © Raes have been reduced at higher levels to balance the Hã ©
Roes in defense and allow stronger skills. You can now now Two arches X at the City Council of Level 9. Clan co-headers have all the privileges of the clan leaders, except for the ability to degrade or kicking other co-leaders. Defense: +1 Archer Tower +1 Crusher +1 Mine +1 Mega Mine +4 Wall sections Sã Are you fine ... a second crusher, the ruin
of the barrels, the affliction of the archers (which is Sneak too much) and Jammer of Giants (OK, I know it's an approximate allitement). Now, they only attack the objectives in a limited territory around their platform and they will be removed if they move too far. The normal switches of the wall have reduced the damage by attack, but cause some
damage to death (the general damage increased), to make them more predictable and viable dragons of dragon hell no longer heat their beam When they fly, but a loading time has been made for higher damage levels, reduced siege barracks with reduced assistants in the Siege Bar barracks 4 of 12 to 11 a battle will no longer end if The siege
barrack is the remaining final unit. Read then to get more information. Do not accumulate XP by destroying the City Council in the Practice mode, the level of Súdper Troops or the level of challenge. Your projectile is so effective, once thrown that it will continue to clean everything on your way until it reaches the end of the map! Look at the
skeletons, the bombers and the archers are thrown as confetti. Many more error corrections, adjustments and performance improvements [Taken from the V5.172 update element in the Supercell forum.] Version 5,113.2 - December 5, 2013 "X -Mas & Loot Change" Winter is here. And look for the escurridizer of Jingle's trees, limited trees, special
defense: Santa Strike! Call an at-reading attack on explosive gifts (but what's inside the boxes?) The reworked hell tower is more That never again MallTiple target mode launches a network of burning flames against several troops at a time, but the flames will not be charged in this in this, the troops attacked by the Inferno Tower can no longer be
cured. New new one. The league medals! He medals and resources of the league competing in the clan war leagues! Use the league medals in the new league store to buy exclusive decorations and new Magic hammer articles. The design are still blocked during the battle day. BALANCE TWEAKS TH SHOOT Multiplier is now limited to 1.5, even
against 3 thior levels or higher levels what? Update - August 10, 2012 First, strengthens its defenses! High -level players can now build an additional mortar to the destruction of the rain in attacking the Rcitos. Show time to the left correctly in the Catea clan of the friendly challenges of the builder's base. Version 3.3 - January 10, 2013 Heroes!
Introducing clans clashes Hã © roes: The Basrbaro King and the Queen of Archer! The Hã © Raes are immortal! Unlike other troops, they will not perish in combat. Allow the design edition with the design editor for TH2 players who manage to access the editor through the war screen. The jump spell has been reviewed and is now increasingly
effective! Read then to get more information. The clan wars with more than the desired number of participants should no longer be possible (for example, 15 vs. 16). Like elixir and gold storage buildings, the ray spell will not cause any damage to the clan castle. Balance Tweaks Many more error corrections, adjustments and performance
improvements [taken from the artism of update V6.56.1 in the Supercal Supercounting Forum.] Version 5 version 5 version 5.172 - January 29, 2014 " ! " All new hail hosts! Both the hosts have acquired special skills that can be activated once per battle, after they have deployed. Players can change the corner of the castle of the corner Siege clan
after the battle begins, but before units have been deployed. When your town is under attack by the flying units, your body-to-hand troops will stay inside the Clan Castle. He can now send a personal message when he leaves someone from the clan of him. Halloween scare you can find all the tricks and treats? Minor inaccuracies of rabies were
corrected by rabies, a shot and astute. crafty. Skill timers. The requirements for some base tasks of builders in the clan games and the challenges of the season have been reduced to carry them more online with the main tasks of the village. The ability to move obstacles has been a long-standing feature, especially with the way players like to show
their obstacles to show how much time they have been around. The clan shock of December December ", must live today. If it is not already. Here, the troops automatically train, the walls come in segments and you can not be attacked while it is far. For example: Bomber: sheds Large pumps that can explode several buildings at a time. The obstacles
can now be deleted in the editing mode. The traps are now maintained after use, and can be re-assembled completely with a single button ! Level 1 of the giant pump is now much more cheap, although with a slightly reduced damage radius that can be updated. The updating times of the Heroes, the regeneration times and the costs of Update on
some levels. New decoration banners for: Sweden, China, Norway, Thailand, India, Australia, South Korea, Japan. This offers more efficient performance and should reduce the use of energy while playing the game. A player is close to Maxed and not PU EDE Complete the requirements of a challenge that requires updating a certain number of walls
or buildings, will only have to be completed as much as they can update. They have returned â € 1 Level 12: 4 -> 3 Builder Base Batter Battles now will present a tiebreaker. Available at City Hall 12, Siege Workshop Level Level The Siege Machine is a "Safety Service Mounting Mount", that is "calls on the edge of the Bowler Rocks." More specifically,
the Slammer Stone will wreak havoc on the defenses of his enemy. . City Hall 11 LEVEL LEVEL 14 LAVA HOUND Level Level 4 Globe Level 7 At City Hall 11, the arcits of air have decreased in popularity. Now you can temporarily mute a player in Global Chat. Clan Games Improvements have been added improvements of the challenges of the new
clan games to take advantage of the new content of the City Council. The results page of the clan games will now show the classification table after the clan games are completed, and a countdown timer is included to denote how much time remains to claim its rewards of clan games. The individual stars continue to play a little paper, but players get
complete medals to score at least 8 stars (it is not maximum as possible of 21) no changes are added in the leader's medal bond rating table : A classification table for champions and clans is added, classified by the position, the stars won, then the total destruction. Update time and cost reductions. Reduced training times of the walls reduction of city
costs to the city of the city of the city. Cost reduction reductions of costs of updating timers for City Council 2 have been reduced by 60% of early troop updates in the laboratory. Update costs for King Bárbaro and Archer Queen have significantly reduced from 1-50 levels have been significantly reduced in general, the greatest discounts applied from
City Council from 7 to 10; Costs of City Hall level 13 are largely modified several cost reductions / timer The new players cost of bib /2 changed from 50/80 to 30/60 Cost of leveling level 1/2/3/4 giants changed 250/750/1250/1750 to 150/300/750/1500 Update cost of the pages/archers reduced At levels 1-2 duplicate storage capacity of level 1-4 ELIXIR
/ GOLD MINING COLLECTORS so that they do not leave after 3 hours, do not be so fordile. Familes. Time (destroys the municipalities of weapons in multiplayer battles) Siege Sharer (donating Siege Másquinas) since donations of siege mines are now counted towards this achievement, there are no longer the achievement of friends in need. Each
name change will include a reuse permit of 1 week before changing it again. Now you can train upper level units for less elixir. New achievements to win stars and complete the final level of Goblin. The Grand Warden mode can be changed during the battle before any excess league medals has been implemented on the 2500 cover will receive its
rewards in the form of gems. Both skills of Hã © Roe will call instantly in a group of boves or archers to reinforce their king or queen. Botón of the missing medical elements of June of the Constructors Hall Honor Welcome to show all the time. destined to fix an error in which players can receive looting carts at the wrong time (and cause errors
"without synchronizing" if the players tried to collect bogged cars) hide "exchange landscapes" bubble of the town hall (or its weapon ) Is updating. The price of research potions has increased by 70 gems to 120 gems in the daily offers of the merchant. The giant cage is the main deterrence against attacks on land. I have an eye for them! Why? The
players will be given an emerging confirmation window if a link tries to take them out of the game. The list of friends has moved to the Menãº of the classification table, in the last tab, replacing the eyebrows of BãºSqueda (the of clans is still available in the clan castle menu). The Spring Trap of Headan Heading AI does not affect the eg, and its speed
has increased. This will help reduce the downtime of the HÃ © Roe, which allows them to be ready long before! When editing your base, base, The village wall segments can now be exchanged with other wall segments, such as buildings and traps. Miscellaneous Fix Fix Fund X-Bow Update Asset to match other assets at the same level for levels 5, 6
and 7. Many of these changes came directly from the feedback we have been receiving for players in the forums, Facebook , Reddit, Twitter, and other outings of social networks. However, the use of units already unlocked remains possible even if the only available production building is updating. In this update, the traps will remain right where you
place them, even after they are activated. A rare error was solved that caused the construction times to be deactivated with the shield times. Now, the jump spell influences all the troops in the battle. Scattershot's defense can now be left without ammunition, similar to the tower of X-Bow and Inferno. The 3rd level of dragon update was added.
Usability improvements If the Clan Castle has room for more troops, the message "Request" is shown at the top. Mix, combine and experience! Brows League and the Legend Legend Tournament that introduces Titan League and the ultrastigious legend league at 5000 trophies! Legend League tournaments are a new challenge for the best players,
who end once a month from the tournament legends get their final position that are presented on the eyebrow and profile of the best players and the tournament Reset the legends to 5000 trophies and converts extras into permanent legend trophies! Game Balance Training times on the spell factory have now been reduced in additional spells in
spells, even if their spell storage is complete, all resources stores are now immune to all Tournaments Direct spell of spell are one month and grant more gems for more players by Bã¡rbaro clan, archer, dragon and p.e.k.k.a training cost adjusted by some levels several values of Hitpoint Building have increased the way of the ºnico of Inferno Tower
now, the charges to the full power, the level 4 of Dragon 4 has moved to the City Council 9 Archer Towers Arrows Travel Travel Then "extreme" less of his shots in the Range A.I. The improvements of the troops and hosts are less likely to attack walls unnecessarily (even the queen of the goalkeeper) the troops and the hosts will not continue to cross
the walls to reach the wall switches of the target destroyed now avoid the reorientation towards unnecessary walls when they deploy in fixed groups in rare cases where the defendant or defenses can get stuck and not the improvements of the attack interface train their excess with a new training boton just above the attack , Not more general vision
of the barracks of hunting allows you to see, request troops and edit your extent, including spells! Raved tables have been added to training views to facilitate cycling between buildings, the selection of more easily troops when it has been cleaned with new images and sounds, you can now filter the offensive clan chat By allowing the chat filter of the
clan in the environments that are the Chinese Chinese and traditional Chinese languages. now supported! [Taken from the update 01/07 - Dark Spell Factory currently updating in the Supercell Ads forum.] Version 7.65 - April 30, 2015 "Air Sweeper" of this update, the required minimum versions of the system raised to iOS 5.1.1. New Anti-Air
Defense: The air sweeper delays groups of flying enemies with strong air explosions! Air barrels do not give a day, but they are excellent for curbing the progress of air attacks, air racks can only face a road, but they can turn to a direction of their choice unlocked in the town hall 6, the barre of air obtain more thrust force when the improved clan
markers mark any clan to see later using the icon '+' in any clan profile pages Up to 30 clans and see them in a new tab next to their profile, the preview of the Clan Attack army, never attack without preparation! His army is now previously prior before each war attack inspects his troops, clan troops, spells and © Roes: any thing that will be labeled
red, prepare or regret! You can not finish with the attacks of early war without surrendering you surrender Improvements that start at City Hall 5, a one-time name change will be available in the set configuration: The clan chat is now displayed when the clan configuration is changed, indicating that the defense ranges can now be seen even when the
defense is under the construction, the defense modes can now be changed even when the defense is By virtue of defensive buildings of construction, it initially moves away from the th in combat, except for air sweeper, which always signals in its configured direction. Game improvements that attack troops. He will not begin to persecute the troops
defending so far, since they used to fix a very rare case where a defense could go to a troop on the edge of its rank. , but no firewood values have been improved for many single-player maps, along with some slight design settings and surprises, since now it is more likely to find the goals in or near Your City Council level in multiplayer calculations. In
Clan Wars MatchMaking to compensate for high level walls and doctors, skeletal traps, etc. The wall switches now maximize the potential of each pump, avoiding signs and distractions. Applications for donations super troops are not eliminated if the army camps or production buildings contain those super troops. The descriptions of the clan can now
be much longer! The increase in the bonus of the league and the bonuses of the War Bottle League increased at all levels of the League! Bottle of war! Increase in victory rewards, defeat and draw improvement improvement of other interface improvements. New mortar in the town hall. HÃ © Roe icons now show the Status of Hero Skill also in the
The contents of the army camp are now visible for visitors on the Information Information screen of the army camp to eliminate obstacles, now it is an increase in the storage capacity of War Bot in all Clan castle levels [taken from updating 22/10 - Halloween update article in SupercÃ © lula.] Version 6.253.4 - September 16, 2014 "Lava Hound"
Finally, the updating day is here! Read everything new below: New Dark Elixir unit: Lava Hound! This faithful flight unit can not resist chasing after the fireworks, and will go directly after the nearest reaper defense, the huge spots of Lava Hound Hitpoints make all the Incoming damages seem like a mere game time, although the unit treats a very
low damage, it will explode over death in many tiny lava. PUPs attacking nearby buildings available at Dark Elixir Barracks Level 6, City Hall 9 Wall Updates Level Wall Update Improvements Level 6+ Now you can update with elixir instead of gold, your choice! Select a row of walls to update all the parts with a Press button (as long as the cost is not
through the maximum amount of storage) Playback Improvements Added to repetitions (except repetitions in I live in Clan Wars networks) and now they show live reproduction. The troops available from the attackers, so you can see exactly what it does and is not implemented, and when the live repetition screen now shows the time that remains in
the battle so you can see the timer mark, just like The attacker swinging the regeneration time of the Hero has been greatly reduced at all levels Valkyrie training time has been very reduced, the healers have been trained to avoid distraction: now they will always try to continue with and protect the same group of friendly troops defending the troops
of the clan castle now use the 4 gates of the castle when leaving (general speed of the speed of deployment remains the same as before) other improvements They can dismiss the troops of the army camps and the clan castle eliminated the production of spells spells. In the same order, since they are selected wanting to discover what you think!
[Taken from the Lava Hound Update Article in the SupercÃ © Lulas Forum. Version 6.186.1 - July 3, 2014 "Hero Changes" Â¡Finally! An update full of battle. battle. Table and content is here! Previously for the return of the massive attack teachers, and the intense battles of Hero in Hero inside the enemy villages! Bored builders? Features requested
by the Supercell Community ID to the Supercil ID launched by the NÓRDIC REGION: Possibility of customizing the capacity of the Supercient ID account to add profile profiles and images - it's time for Find the best photo of Kitty! List of friends: Now you can add friends to your Supercell ID account and play with them in all Supercell games.
Improved classification of SÃºPER troops within the donation request menu by giving them a specific order instead of an arbitrary order. Many of the main changes were already previewed by Supercell throughout the week, so here is a quick recap. The ice thinned over the weekend, the ice Golem is a new dark Elixir troop with a "personality of
holding". "Ice Golem freezes and slows down the enemy defenses it attacks. They are tonnes (literally) of fun to use, but they have recently been used much in the raids. Its great plans just arrived much more than end of the end. The store Now notify when there are new articles available. New levels and balance changes: The main patch notes can be
found here: new levels and changes in equilibrium Cannon and Archer Tower - Gain Level 17 Hog Rider - Gains Level 9 Ice Golem - Gain Level 5, reduced freezing duration in defense, but greater freeze radio in the offense, witch, level 5 profits, levels 3 and 4 are now available in TH10 and TH11, respectively, tornado trap, duration Reduced and,
consequently, it reduces the total damage (it was not implemented on the patch, but it will be fixed after the wall switches of the season of April. - Levels 5+ obtain an extra gain of HP: levels 7 and 8 obtain additional damage. Version 2 version 2,111 - November 19, 2012 Introduction to Clash of Clans Time Limited Winter Special! Complete winter
theme with the best snow autumn effect as seen! Sort your enemies with the unpleasant gift! Explosive special gift trap. special. The builder's base battles do not end until the giant cane - Level 7 is available in the town hall 11 "The update times have been adjusted / reduced, so the level 7 update is now 14 days. 25 /7%, etc. Several errors related to
the copy were corrected of design to the active distribution, when copying the active design, if the decorations are blocked by obside, those decorations will be hidden automatically (instead of not copying the design the design or active); correct the text on the Hã © Roe Skill screen (text with respect to the update of the ability of Hã © Roe); the idle
animations of toaster and lava was corrected. Grand celebration animation cut Wedden fixed after the mode of change. Bowler: Daã ± o per second reduced at all levels. 18 individual leagues based on the performance of its clan. The clan castle shows a radius of activation once more. 11. levels 11. Without magician teachers around spells, they have
not done it to these banks, so you take advantage of the special skills of their troops! Where Viejo renowed a new leverage of Maestro Builder's experience to improve his local people. Recognize whenever you want! Shoulder! Only clan members can see what troops hide in the Clan Castle. We believe that this will do more challenging incursions by
improving their defense possibilities. The prices of the walls of levels 5-11 have been reduced. With the members of their clan, find out who are the most valuable members of their clan! Clan members now obtain a troops donation score (counted as a clan castle housing space). The duration of the spell is also reduced. Errors of la More precise and reenabling it. The excessive growth of the gem is a new growth of the plant with more gems inside than ever! Why? An error was corrected in the constructor menu where the content of the menu would be restored while traveling. Increased points of blow and healing of the healer (levels 3 and 4). The duration of the actual layer has increased largely
lower lower To help make sure that the queen has enough time to land at his most powerful shooting. Interface improvements: Share enhanced playback: Shared repetitions now show snack, trophies and can include a custom message. Equilibrium changes Economy: wall ring: price of wall rings reduced to 100 gems (from 200), and the number of
rings needed to improve the walls in the reduced local village (so 1 wall ring corresponds 1 million or part of your resources). Now you can! The designer of his war base now has a life of his own and will persist the war to war without the need to play his usual people. Happy birthday Clan Wars! The introduction of the clan wars, 4 years ago, was a
definite moment in the history of clan clash. Win three versus battles per day to get the most large pool payment, then continue fighting for the new trophies. And finally, enjoy the new drop boat air unit! Level 14 Status Statistics: BARRABAROS RAGED: +5 Units by Army Camp Sneaky Archers: +2 Units by Ejé RCITO CAMP BOXER GIENTS:
Improves Power Punch Beta's ability: Improves the ability of long-sized ability: Improve the ability of the big dragon pump: improvement The Tantrum Skill Cannon Letter: +20 DaÃ ± o second Night Witch: + 20% Speed Speed from MurciÃ © lake Finally, but no less important ... The progress of the Achievement is now crawling even after a
achievement is completed. The Slummer Stone is a new Thousand Siege Machine that is directed to the enemy defenses of the heavens by dropping devastating rocks and causes splashing damage. The first name change remains free, but each change of name will increase the price in 500 gems to a maximum of 10,000 gems. It can also be accessed
from the Builder Hall Clans, Los Liedres co-headers can eliminate troops from suggestions from the construction of the castles of the war of the players, the changing suggestions; In addition, all available updates are visible in the constructor menu, moving down in the menu clouds: added option to alternate a "dark mode" for clouds when you search
the local local village Rotación del Lãder: Automatic the Lãder's title to the most long service co-lity if the line is inactive for 90 days (provided that the co-lãder has been in line in the last 60 days). For example, before, the Holy spell was climbing the player, but now it is scale up depending on the level level. The best classification boards of players
now show "attacks won" and "defenses won", similar to the classifications of the League. The effect of the Warden outbreak is close to the personnel that the benefits of the stomach clan that reach the level of clan 8 now allow clan members to donate 2 spells instead of 1 all the donation numbers of existing troops have increased by 1 Troops Level 8
Pekka has new buildings of balance of grass and traps increased storage capacity of level 13 gold paths and elixir stores for 500,000 greater Mão Mã ºltiples mã ºltiples in 10% throughout the board in the village dome © Stica Reduction of the spring trap Housing Housing VIVIENCE level 1: 15 ã ¢ â € '10 level 2: 16 â € â € 12: 17 ã ¢ â € '14 Level 4:
18 â € â € 19 â € '18 The troops and the hosts increase the giant level 8/9 HP of 1480/166 to 1500/1850 Increase the mining level 6 HP from 870 to 900 Decrease the lava hound exploded the radius of 5 tiles to 3.5 AÃ ± a final dais at the death of 1000/1200/1400 for level 1/2/3 Batte Blemp increases increased increase the Increase in Valkyrie Level 7
HP from 1400 to 1450 Make the great guard is less likely to follow the lava dogs decrease the healing of the level 5 from 80 to 72 increases the healing of the host of the level of the level of the level of level 5 from 44 to 48 Botine For 500 spells change the skeleton spawn frequency to 1 skeleton per second after initial engenders for all levels of
skeleton spells increase the cost of the level of spell of a hurry 2-5 of 85/90 / 95 / 100 A 100/120/140/160 Correct the error that adds the incorrect label (HV instead of WB) to the design link when sharing the design designer Slot of war of war composed. About the reuse time for the elderly who initiate the members of the clan three of the most
challenging and rewarding achievements even! All-Star League: Push your progress from your League to Lite and Own our rewards of higher gems! Loop exterminator X: Gold gems to get those x-arc pesos. HÃ © Roes now will always protect the people and will automatically cure after taking a defense. Real Cloak: The Queen of the Archer hides and
becomes invisible to all enemy defenses for a short time. What would you like to acquire a magical article or other rare and unusual novelties? A rare error was corrected at the base of the constructor where players could randomly get additional troops when the game server had problems during the previous battle. Fixed 3D animation issues to mix
better among the first and last frames. The AI flight unit improved the AI for all flying units by not forcing them for retarget when a hidden tesla appears when its current goal is better. By adjusting it to be less than a compulsory choice, we hope to see more diversity in the spells that bring to battle. Increase in the cost of Hog Rider training at
approximately 30% at all levels. The MurciÃ © lake spell is a new spell of dark elixir that is directed to enemy defenses with an army of angry lakes. Advanced players can disable this function in more configurations. Luckily, his people will keep a better chance to defend himself against the hordes of the enemies! Reinforce your defenses with a new
update of the Archer Tower, unlocked at the City Council of Level 7, to cut the endless waves of the attackers. In general, this should reduce the reusing times of design. The December Update Includes balance adjustments in both the main town and Builder Base. It will not be put in full details here, but for the main village, they have added additional
warfare slots that start in 1,000 gems for the first groove and the increase. By 500 for each additional (up to three). Additionally, any league excess medals on the 2500 hat will be rewarded in Form of gems (10 lm per gem). You can read more about the corrections of errors on the forum. In conclusion ... on the scale, this is not the greatest update of
the updating of the clans has seen in the past, but there is a good amount of new content. - Changes of the Balance of February 22, 2019: Rubber and archer tower: reduced DPS for level 10 in advance Mortar: DPS increase for level 5 onwards X-Boy: increase of DPS at all levels BÃ Rubbs: HP increase at levels 7 and 8 goblin: HP increase for level 4
stars Eagle Artillery: The error was corrected where remote troops were needed to approach the leagues of the war of the clan. Champion League I Versión 11.185.8 - December 10, 2018 New Content New Troop: Ice Golem The Ice Golem is a new Dark Elixir troop that is unlocked at City Council 11 when you update your dark barracks at level 8.
Troops Of the Clan Castle they are more quickly deployed to the battlefield. IU Do not show the indicator on the Edit Design button on the war screen if the button in this is not visible. Why? The reuse time of an elderly kicked changed to be 20 minutes. We feel that a 4-hour impulse would be effective for those who go through offense. Turn your
enemies into Pincefions with a third X-Bow. It affects at least the text of the clan chat input fixation for a shock caused by broken deep links for the design that shares the FIX error in case if a wall is destroyed, all units that are Attacking the wall will be removed immediately. The clans shock no longer supports devices running on X86 processors.
Lava dogs and ice dogs no longer forget in a permanent way of directing the soil defenses if all remaining non-reasing defenses are invisible when they are directed. Stop Grand. Attacking a wall if nobody else in your group is attacking a wall. The toaster is a great solution against the night witch. Units by army camp: 1 Spring weight: 25 Speed speed:
16 Favorite Favorite Any type of damage: Special Objective Skill: Overload when the Super Q.E.K.K.A. Receive fatal damage, makes an explosive final attack called "overload". The previous use of the arrangement simply failed without an explanation, allow the edition of the environmentable army while visiting the base of the constructor, does not
show the range indicator when placing the cabin of a new constructor. Now the warehouses are always visually complete if the level has a looting of the remaining 100% instead of being visually empty. Other look! Slight points slightly decreased for pork riders. If both players achieve the same destruction and stars (as long as both players make more
than 0% damage), then the player with the most remaining time that remains will be the winner. [Taken from the Updatement Element of the Base of the War Stored in the SupercÃ © lulars forum.] Version 6.56.1 - April 9, 2014 "CLAN WARS" CLAN WARS! The most large update in the history of shock is here! Back against the clin versus clan in
strategic confrontations full of bonus bonuse! It is at the war record of your clan with the details of each fiking! Participate in the clan wars without risk of their resources, shield or trophies. These features mentioned will be deactivated once the player fulfills 16 years. You can play Clash of Clans on your iPad, iPhone and iPod Touch, and it's free!
Discuss the App Store! Update - August 6, 2012 Alchemists report that their potions suddenly have become easier to mix. The clone capacity of the spell is also reduced. Supp noted all your explosive traps to exploit your enemies! Even more sure to constantly replace your traps? You must improve the AI of many ground troops, but especially the
battle machine. Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã âin in the shop. Frequently asked questions and forums. Mortar tower and magician do not restart your attack cycle if your goal is destroyed, instead, the objectives change. The HÃ © Roe Poison will give your Her Roe +5 levels to the maximum allowed for his City Council and
the Builder Hall Level. Apply Clan Benefits (Y (Y Level covers) Immediately when you make donations of war instead of adding the unmodified troop first and then apply modifiers later. Role charging cost shown on the Info screen. Loading Holiday Holiday Scenics Snow Effect and Snow Covered Buildings (Snow on / off on the settings Men). When the
troops are deployed within the invisibility spell, the effect is applied immediately. The timer was not calculated correctly when the pulse was active and the impulse timer was shorter than the heal hero timer. Germany Home Equilibrium TH11 Walls: increased the number of wall pieces that can be updated at the maximum level at 300 (it was 125)
tower of the level 9 level 9 of 56 to 54 changes in the Multi-mode DaÃ ± 1: - Level 3: 41 to 45 - Level 4: 50 to 53 - Level 5: 57 to 63 Changes in the unique mode: - The damage has been balanced to increase time It takes to reach the maximum damage, from 4.25 seconds to 5.25 seconds. The wall segments will now show how many wall ring elements
are necessary to upgrade to the next level. Maintenance pause - December 12, 2018 Reduced number of murcia lakes of lake spell at all levels. Damage returned to work multipliers of Slammer against walls: increase of the maximum damage multiplier, but decreases the damage by the objectives outside the vicinity of the Slammer Slammer HP at
levels. 2 and 3 workshop can now contain 3 siege machines in a queue at the level of maintenance of level 3 - January 7, 2019, the reduced number of murcation generated from the silence spell at all levels, and increased the Initial attack delay (1.5S of 1.5S). 11.49.4 - October 23, 2018 "Leagas de la Guar del Clan" Battle for the first has arrived! The
clan war leagues are here and with its arrival comes a content mount! In this update will find: to be the best, you will need the best of all, the most important improvements, the new level of the town hall, the new troops, have been building to the leagues of the clan war . Delete your space with with with Additional rea pump and an air mine. Visual
arrangements minor to the rays of the electro dragon chain. Version December 14, 2021 New maintenance rest Content September 2021 Update - Version 14.211.0 - September 27, 2021 new changes in the Balance of Inferno Dragon Content: Increase speed of the lower beam attack Dragon has slowed into 0.2 seconds (now requires 1.7 1.7 Sy 3.2S
respectively to load to level 2 and 3 damage for initial attack). Unit new updates! Update his laboratory to unlock these powerful level units 6. The biggest brother of the family of Defenses de Tesla, the Giga Tesla shoots rays of electricity to his attackers, causing a lot of damage in reprisals for ruining his paint palate prostine. A new seasonal obstacle
has also been added that will reward it with 75,000 gold when withdrawing. Brumps and monsters! Magi training cost, dragons and p.e.k.k.as decreased. The players who have created accounts in India will now be placed in a global chat channel created specifically for region. Now the best impulse (and the worst overflowing) are selected and applied
for each attribute. Previous view of the player's profile. Goodbye, spammers. The ice golem unlocks in the town hall 11 when you update the dark barracks at level eight. Another new troop is Stone Slammer's siege corner. Show the number of invisible offers in the Treasury tab and in the supply tab in the workshop, add the sound effect by alternating
the great guard to the air mode or to the earth mode corrects the brightness of potions of potions of HÃ © roe on the attack confirmation screen is now correctly animated. Usability less! The players now have the option of moving several walls at the same time. The explosion radius of bomb year decreased. GAME BALANCE Many solutions and more
small settings! [Taken from the V4.120 update element in the Supercell ads forum.] Supercell.] Changes: The pump of the level 6 wall switches becomes a barrel pump. Laders and the elderly can use the "Invite" function to obtain a forbidden player in the clan. Hide the effect of unarmed traps when scout or wall mode is enabled. Specific clan castle
troops of the friendly challenge: Like Leagen League, once established, they will remain unchanged until they replace them. Keep an eye to get more preparation options in the future, too! [Taken from the Supercall Forum.] May 22, 2017 "May 2017 Balance Update" NEW: Level 5 Cloning Spell Cloning capacity of existing levels Increase in the level of
clone spell 3 Available in the City Council 10 costs of Update and times decreased at all levels NEW: Level 6 Freeze Spell (Level 1-5 Costs and Update Times Decreasing) New: Level 7 Cure Spell (Level 4-6 Costs and Update Times Decrease) 7º Mine Collector Gold and Elixir Available in the City Council 9 Bomb Damages increased the increase in
globe attack rate (DPS version 8 unchanged) Version 8.709.11 / 8.709.16 - January 16, 2017 March 8, 2017 "March 2017 Balance Update" NEW: Level 9 ADEAR DEFENSE (Level 4-8 Decreased Update Costs and Right-Lite 12 Litime Increase to 75 Hog Rider Level 5-7 Hitpoints Points Increase m Inero increased the increase in the dragon level 4-6
increased damage. Content and balance: new levels of updating: BAVAROS King levels 41-45 (levels 31-40 Update costs decreased) Archer Queen levels 41-45 (levels 26-40 costs of decreased) Castle Clan Level 7 (levels 5-6 costs of update and / or decreased times) Golem level 6 (levels 2-5 Research times decreased) Pork rider level 7 (Level 2-6
Research times decreased ) Venom spell level 5 Wizard Tower level 10 (level 9 moved to TH 10; levels 3-9 update costs and / or decreased times) level 12 (maximum 50 parts; levels 10-11 decreased costs) Balance: Lightly increased poison spell radius. increased. and blow points increase the balloons attacks after reaching their goal a little before the
dragon and the attack speeds of p.e.k.k increased (DPS do not change) other changes: new options of 15m and 30 m for the challenges of the Friendly War Clan Mail Colloloblown Reduced from 12h to 1h Best Organized Builder Suggestions. Events of troops and spells: Entertainment to certain troops and prepare certain spells at a discount of 90%
for a limited time! At least three multiplayer battles in each troop event to claim experience and gems! Star Boning Events: An increase in star bonuses for a limited time! The collectors of 1 gem and the increases of the army for a limited time! Clash gifts: Version 8.551.18 - October 25, 2016 "Halloween is coming" Brews & Bones! It is that little
spooky one of the year! For a limited time: the version 8.551.2 - October 12, 2016 "Wars Friendly" New content and balance: Execution of the renovation and rapid trains: we have rethought the army training in an aerodynamic experience MICA that allows you to train two complete arges with two simple taps! Friendly wars: Challenge other clans to
friendly clan warfare. Your ray breath weapon will hit your goal and will continue on your way, linking the chain up to 5 different objectives. The religious spell will no longer have any effect on the Clan Castle. Profaity and personal identification information will be deleted when it is detected in the CLAN chat channel. Versión 9.105.4 - June 27, 2017
Home Village Updates Blitz Update Cannon, Archer Tower and Inferno Tower. Depending on the performance of its clan in a league, the leaders of the clan can grant additional medals of the bond league to clan members at the end of the league. 7+ The new levels of spring trap with lower capacity increases will help catch additional units from time
to time. Optional update - Version 13,180.6 / 13,180.7 - March 30, 2020 Set a clash in the clouds when made or modifies a donation request with specific troops, set an error in the men's donation men. It is a maximum of The unit had been requested and the player did not have the unit to the maximum, but they took into account the benefit of the
donation of his clan, the articles would not be ordered in the expected order of the articles requested first. Yetimites will no longer cause traps. Times of creation of reduced spells: Explosion more magic more often. The most heroic victory and most of the heroic defense repetitions for each team are presented in the war statistics! The improved pages
of Clan War Information under the Blue Star button are equipped with statistics related to war instead of general clan statistics. The deployment of siege machines to start a battle will now cause Grand Warden's defense to withdraw in the form of statue, as he does when any other unit is deployed. Give appropriate error messages every time the
donation fails to the war castle. Best of the interface The Russian language is now compatible with the game settings! An error of visualization was corrected in the factory capacity of spells when scanning in the war. In addition, the achievement "friend in need" now has the troops donated in terms of space of the Clan Full Castle housing. Format of
the revised chat message. Improvement of the Update Experience of the City Council The updating of your City Council will trigger several limited reinforcements and benefits. From Rune de Oro to a building book, the start-up reward track has up to 5000 points for players to complete. New limits were added for the requirements of the clan trophy.
The flame takes a while to warm up, making it more effective against the most largest troops and more Buddha. The actual champion shield was corrected that disappears too early when activating its capacity. Balance freezing spells now At the defense of air troops, Lava Hounds can no longer go to air troops that attack troops now compromise
defense troops from tali III and Titan II leagues Now you can buy 1-week shields from the store, now it is also visible from the Version Map of the Clan War 7.156 - July 1, 2015 "Factory of Dark Spells" The Ascent of Master Spellcasters and Legends The Dark Spell Factory Factory. Here with three new spells! Dragon Level 5 sets his golden gaze at the
City Council 10 A second air sweeper will help erase the heavens, from the city of the 9 new leagues, including the Legenda League Tournament and the legend of legend! The factory of dark spells takes advantage of the elixir to make spells with advanced tatties, starting at the City Council 8 Poison Spell: Make a topical cloud that slows down and
drain the health of the troops defending the earthquake spell: shakes Blows of buildings and walls. Increased speed rapid, half the storage space of a rage spell, these dark spells take half of the space of regular spells. Defenders: Troops: Healer: Healing per second level 4 and 5 reduced; But the efficiency of healing in the Heroes increased by 10%.
Set some visual inconsistencies in the effects of the death of Ice Golem. You wanted an impulse of improved and rather spell. The Horde Bárbara convened by the Iron FUN has doubled in size to cause more Mayhem! Ituses the iron finger at the right time to help the king to take more damage than he could before! Archer Queen: The specialist in the
damage, the stroke points have been reduced at later levels, but the queen now wins a tremendous improvement of damage while the actual capacity of it is active. Other changes: Players with lower City Council levels, now lose fewer resources when they are attacked with top City Hall-level players (2 levels of level or more). The village of the town's
rotation can be rotated in increments of 90 degrees while it is found in the mounting mode of villages. Instead of being foolish, Hulking Brutes, the King and Queen are now much more intelligent in defense, have different strengths and weaknesses, and their skills are more important than ever. Able to copy a base that is +1 or -1 level from its own
account. Heatates his army camp at level 8, and gathering a truly flicked force! Improvement of the Japanese language configuration interface now available. War-friendly The option of having a preparation time of 5 minutes and 45 minutes. minutes. Wars have been added. Now a precious time to rebuild your base! This characteristic unlocks in the
City Council of Level 4 for Village Home and Builder Hall 4 for the Builder Base. We want all maximum level spells to be viable options and currently the level 5 rage spell is used in almost all battle by high trophy players, therefore, it was not optional. Sãºper performance! Our wizards of Códeigo have made the game work smoothly, even at the high
levels. The Giga Tesla will have 5 levels of update available. This includes the new Golem Ice troop, Bat Spell, Stone Slammer Siege Machine and Mã¡s. The effect of anger spells on the Hã © Res has been reduced to put more time in the huge use of Hã © roes skills. To start, the builder base works with different resources. An error was corrected
with the distance of the distance of the electro dragon chain. This frequently requested adding will be to facilitate the execution of your clan. The wall levels 9 and 10 strengthened: Keep the hordes of uproar for more time. An error was corrected that the player and Alliance trophy tells that it will be shown differently. Players must always choose a
war size when registered in the clan war league, there is no longer a predetermined selection. Laboratory of Level 8: I better, more wipped and more strong than ever! Latar to the old red drag (Dragon level 4). Unlock new powerful updates with the City Council Level 10: Registration of attack and repetitions! Look at the repetitions of your attacks.
Now you can see ã ostile suggestions while the game is loaded. Increases and benefits increase in their availability and duration as it advances in the game at higher levels of the City Council. MAINTENANCE ROOM - June 20, 2019 more error corrections: fix the players who have been given guards from the village and personal timers of excessive
length while abandoning the legend league, while outline corrected an error, when copying or sharing designs, the X arc mode and towers of Hell of the active design instead of elected chosen design and other changes in the prostatic mode: the rcitos used in the practice mode are no longer saved since the "anterior extent" in the lava tutorial and the
loons of raven trains ( Th9): He eliminated a baby drag of the ejí © rcito since the number of troops in the available ex -army exceeded the maximum allowed in Th9 Baby Dragon Level now is level 2 of level 1 of the bowling with the tutorial of The Murcia Lagos (TH10): He eliminated an ejí arcito freezing spell as the number of spells exceeded the
maximum available in th10 version 11. ??? Then you must see the option of playing without Supercell ID and changing to your maintenance rest of the Alt account - April 13, 2021 an error is corrected where progress can be missed erroneously towards O.T.T.O tasks "rebuild the clan castle" in The initial challenges could be erroneously completed by
incorrectly. Attacking a player who had already repaired his clan castle solved an error that allowed players to assign L.A.S.I Main patch notes can be found here: April 2021 (Version 14.0.1 for iOS and Android (CNY), and version 14.0.2 for Android (GPS)) City Hall 14 New New Ayult: 14 Inferno Giga Help now Now a poison pump that causes
damage, enemy attacks and movement speed slow down. Add support to define more for the attacker at the levels of challenge instead of using the player currently selected from the player. The slightly diminished blows of the pork rider (all levels). The troops that leave the jump spell should not be reorganized to prevent troops from getting stuck in
the jump spell. The workshop user interface was corrected in the game to be correct and completely On devices with a notch. Well, now you can find out, just touching the map. Added Information Screen for secondary units (Skeleton and Goblet). Defensive healers will no longer cure defensive buildings if the splash hits them. Some also had costs and
reductions of time. When it receives a fatal damage, it releases its energy stored as a final ray hail. New Th12 TH12 buildings Troop Levels Quality of life Changes the name changes, you can change your name more than once. Limited Time Terries Masting Through Halloween Weekend 1-GEM Spell Factory Boost Special Stand back! Harvest Some
Halloween Elexir Bonds Special Halloween Halloween Clan Obstacles Clan Profile and Search Improvements Specify the frequency of war of your clan in your Clan profile, anything from always to never specify the location of your clan or declare it as a international search of other war clans frequency, location, member account and minimum clan
points, even without specifying a search name, knowing what is looking for the search through hashtag to obtain the exact result that needs. This problem would cause the Her Roes to lose their automatic capacity if they would stay with 1 PA when the aura of the guard was over, since it rounded the HP to 0. Star Bonus increased in all the leagues.
Optional Update - Version 13,576.8 - October 26, 2020 Works for the reinforcements of the clock tower that could not be resumed if it was already stopped before the maintenance of the update; The housing space of the clan castle of the opponent in the information screen during the preparation of the war will no longer be visible (now there should
be a question of question); Fixed skin names that do not change when changing the HÃ © Roe with the arrows (in the menu "change the skin"); A rare shock related to recharging the game was corrected while selecting a wall piece in the village setting mode; Visual improvements and corrections of the user interface (including the misalignment of
the Village Maiden helmet on the warfare screen). The new icon for DPS MAX can be accessed to distinguish it from the normal Normal DPS Laboratory Investigation screen during the From the laboratory, keep the flame of the level plate that burns in HUD combat when all troops / spells are implemented. Use Popover to show how are the new
buildings / traps. BH update screen 3D assets The predetermined skin for King Basrbaro has been given a slight Polish by adding more triangles that best capture the character and essence of his royal royal See Top ^ ^ Interface Improvements Chat is now available even when you are away from your town, like when you visit and see repeat army
camps, the factory of spells and clan castle now show used capacity next to your name when they are selected. Previous Belly Updates present: The merchant The merchant is a traveler merchant who, from TH8, will frequent the people of him to sell the exotic products of him. The name and clan of your opponent are now visible during a repetition.
This includes resources and an update timer, while the magic elements of the book only completed the update timer. In this next launch, we are adding two new incredible units to the base of the constructor and at the same time increase the level limit for the units already available. Life Quality Improvements Donating Troops in Clan Wars and Clan
War League Now Awards Hero Skin Randomizer Experience Points: Randomily cycle through a selection of unlocked skins such as the desired support of the creators' improvements, Now you can access a Creator code through the changes of the API of the store. : The Status of OPTE-IN / OPC-OR CLAN WAR is now present as the Warreference
property (IN / OUT) in the response / players / {PlayerTag} in the clan API shock. 50 additional wall pieces can be updated at level 14 (for a total of 200 walls of this type). Before starting a battle in Builder Base, if a building or a defensive trap is in construction, it will show your adequate level graphics on the icon. (Â YAY!) Balance settings
decreased the update cost and time of freezing spell levels 3 and 4. Players can now attach a personalized message to a request for clan troops. VERSION 13.? These levels should help revitalize high -level reos as they help defend the earth's career. Now it will be reorganized only after finishing their solution problems with Battle Machine and Pekka
attacking the walls and not doing a day And his group has died improves the attack position attack When verifying if the goal can be reached before arriving at the end of the route. Any reward Unable to fit into storage will become gems according to the same rules as if this was done manually. [Taken from the maintenance article in the SupercÃ ©
lulars forum.] VERSION 4.53 - June 17, 2013 "Freeze Spell & Japanese" This update brings a new and exciting battle spell, âteo Japanese language © S and more! High level magital freezing spell: freeze enemy turrets and solid ground troops! While defensive structures freeze, they will be deactivated and the troops were immobilized. X-Bow
ammunition capacity decreased by 25%. An error was corrected that would cause a non-compliance with a town in edition mode, caused by the delete tool all tools that eliminate blocked buildings. NEW ACHIEVE: START SESSION IN YOUR SUPERCELL ID account. The battle will not automatically end if the player has used the troops of the clan
castle or the ray spells. Improves the guideline logic of land units that allows units not only to consider the 3 closest objectives, but also consider additional objectives if those are much easier to reach the first 3 . Giant fan, no longer makes an excess of damage to the battle machine of the battle machine - Regeneration reduced time at all levels
Changes in the Economy: The main notes of patches can be found here : The economy in the game changes training cost reductions: numerous troops and spells have reduced training costs. Reductions of laboratory update costs: Witch levels 2 and 3 have reduced updating costs. Reductions: Numerous troops and spells get reductions of updating
time, At the levels between the updating of the update of the Th8-TH11 building, the numerous buildings have reduced costs and updating times, especially at the levels between the changes of QOL TH7-TH11: You can find main notes of patch here: improvements in quality quality for the following brands and defenses of the update: Re-recharge /
recharge automatically for free, but only if the player starts session for that, if n ot, the defenses charged eventually they will be without municipal and the traps will do it disarmed. Also many small corrections of errors and adjustments! [Taken from the Supercell Forum.] Version 3.54 - March 12, 2013 "Dark Elixir Troops" Prepose to unleash the true
power of Dark Elixir ... He is no longer edited with more environments when they edit an ejã © Rcito width can now include any si ºper troops where it has the level required in the original troop and not only the sides of troops that currently have the active hidden buildings from the profile of the village of the players' profile. Design when opening the
Men of selection of FW design instead of display War miniature war that is previously used, show the landscape of the war in the design of the war of challenge previously, is no longer incorrect above. Design when creating a friendly challenge if the previous design was the design of the war and would have overcome obstacles. Place many walls at
the same time by selecting a piece of wall, then dragging along the markers of the wall. You can read more about that in our first teaser position in November. The real layer at the right time to help the queen hit important objectives differ from what she could before! Jump spell: controls the battle flow The jump spell welcomed only the troops that
landed, often leading to disappointing results. Your messages will not be shown on your screen. When choosing the members of the war, you can now see the levels of the City Council of the clasmates in all types of war (provided they have started session from the update) when registering in the War League, if closed and reopened again The screen
chooses members, will remember its previously selected war size. The Continuous laboratory update continues normally when the laboratory is updated and can be finalized with gems or a book. When saving donation requests, the game also includes troops, spells or siege. Siege. that are already in the Clan Castle. Level 5 minion bump points
decreased. These changes are made more strong. Arrange a problem in which 2 masters of siege were occasionally found in a clan castle or where some players were able to receive a poison spell before power. Spells: Lightning spell: Daã ± o increased from level 2 onwards. Freezing spell: housing space reduced to 1; The cost of elaboration of beer
(in elixir and time) is reduced by half. Reduce the DPS Caén Carro car in 15% causes the third cane cart The update times of the builder base troops in the Star laboratory allows to update the gem mine for level 3 in Builder Hall level 3, the mode of view of the village editor is not restored to normal by alternating the deletion mode , while the Scout or
Wall mode is enabled. Although there are some similarities between the Wicht and the Night Witch, there are some differences that make it highlight also. Because we care, mysterious boxes full of gems are reported throughout the kingdom. Clean the troops from the builder base properly after each attack. When touching the active tab in the inbox,
the chat, the clan, the classification, the league or the sight of BãºSqueda, will move automatically to the top. Now it's war time! The clan war leagues are a new competitive clans war system, where a week the clans will fight to show that they are the best in the world and climb 18 leagues and reap new exclusive rewards. To help combat espionage
during the seasons of the Clan War League, players who are not on the list or without paper (that is, old or In the clan, you can not see the Screen of the War League in the Champions Leagues. No more accidentally letting a troop fall when trying to bring the map closer! In the Quick Train tab, it can train fast only what used instead of the whole
army. The decorations of Halloween 2019 and 2020 were added to the Run skeleton (thanks to RedDitor RedDitor Avoid access to the clan war leagues screen for normal clan members if they have not loaded the league data, preventing players from spying when a poor or slow internet connection is used. Update of version 1 - August 17, 2012 We
update the game with a much better pairing system, so now I should be able to find more battles! Especially high -level players will see a big difference. - Level 6 is already available in the City Council 10 instead of the City Council 11, it costs 8.5 million elixir instead of 10 million. Players can change siege masks / choice of the clan castle and the
great Warden mode after the battle begins, but before the besiered minor corner has been deployed (or the director). There are some deliciously tempting rewards that can be obtained in the start step. Second, give it an impulse to your economy! Peoples with a level 6 or above the town hall now have access to an additional gold mine and elixir
storage. - April 24, 2018 Error corrections set the Dragon Dragon Daã ± o (140% to 160%). Firefighter: Destroy the dreaded Torres of Inferno and are rewarded with utility. In compatible devices we now use Apple's metal grass API. Optional update - Version 13.0.20 / 13.0.21 - December 19, 2019 Fixed design activation with hidden decorations when
the 1x1 or 2x2 or 2x2 of the upper corner is blocked by obstacles. Decrease in the cost of the update of level 9 of the City Council. He has a look at the Supercell identification for privacy friendly social characteristics! Correction of errors The spring traps of play no longer waste the ability to spring by expelling dead troops. Notification when you They
are ready for battle (full army camps). Many small error corrections and settings! [Taken from the Supercell Forum.] Version 3 Version 3,124 - April 17, 2013 "Leaguas" that introduce leagues: Book on your own division! In a league is easy: it only has 400 trophies or more! Optrae a boot bonus of each victory, just by being in a league! Bottany bonus
increases the highest that goes up in the leagues. suspenders. The cost of updating the dark barracks (levels 2, 3 and 4). He set visual fidelity to correct the weapons by incorrectly cutting into the geometry of the game. The ballot attack animation angle was corrected. Very spacious screen devices such as iPhone X and Honor P20 now will have a
little more space to get away so that players can see so many villages on other devices. Improved profanity filter for Global chat creates a more pleasant and safe chat environment. Donate a siege machine now will give 30XP instead of 1XP and account as donating 30 units. Support for the challenges of the iOS Game Center 6. - March 30, 2020 New:
Super Troops! The super troops are a completely new feature (unlocked in City Hall 11) that allows you to temporarily turn on existing troops in super versions of themselves. The balance of the game modified the AI of the Grand Warden, so that he is less likely to follow Yetimitas or other Her Roes. iOS Changes the default frame rate for 120FPS iPad
Pro models set at 60 FPS to preserve the use of battery. Changes of clan war coincidence algorithm. Use the fallen ship to obfuscate its slaughter squads and varied damage from the soil defenses, or use them to clarify the dirt defenses as the giant shack to allow the channel. The center of your village is now marked with a plate. Slightly increase of
the stroke points for the dragon of level 4. Various changes in the clock tower: 8x increased multiplier at 10 times has been increased from 3 to 11 minutes to 14-30 minutes. The winter is over! Santa Spell and unpleasant present withdrawn. Optional Update - Version 13.0.9 / 13.0.13 - December 12, 2019 A pair of errors were corrected when
changing between designs (it could be manifested as blockages Unexpected failure to establish design as assets); Fixed bugs with copying of shared designs where design does not keep correctly; By selecting clan members for war, it now shows its role; Specific Android: Some cases were solved in which the position of a chamber notch could be
incorrectly detected and the UI UI game Compensation or obscure + other stability improvements. Many error corrections, adjustments and performance improvements! [Taken from the update element V5.6.4 at the Supercell Ad Forum.] Hidden Changes: Version 5.2.2 - October 10, 2013 "Non-forced updating" This new and non-forced (for the first
time - History! ) Shock update has a pair of minor corrections: Error corrections for the editing mode of the Village Corrections of errors in the IOS7 text input [Taken from the updating item V5.2.2 in the Supercell forum.] Version 5.2 - September 30, 2013 "Edition mode of the village" Clash of clans now officially officially supports IOS 7. This means
better control over battles. Decorate your town with the statue of p.e.k.k.a! Only available for players above level 75! The advocate troops of the Clan Castle have learned to jump on the walls, as well as the villagers. Players who use the link can copy the composition of the army to one of their own rapid train spaces. Optional Update - Version
13,675.22 - March 1, 2021 Several corrections of minor errors and improvements Optional updating - version 13,675.20 / 13.675.21 - 22 February 2021 (version 13,675.20 for Android and version 13,675.21 for IOS) An end of Clash no more Clashmas Jingle no more snow falling a solution for an error of "I can not set" to the clan members during the
registry of the clan war leagues for another registration error of the clan war league, it related to showing an incorrect warning balance changes: January 20, 2021 (with version 13,675.16 released for iOS, and version 13.675.17 for Android (CNY )) DAIN OF THE SUPER MANAGEMENT CHILD Reduced from 60% to 40% pump level 9 increased
damages (112 - >> 125) Super Archer Level 9 It increased (500 -> 510) priority of the large adjusted guard when it followed the battle lights and trunks launchers to reduce the chances of continuing them in a deadly career towards the City Council insect corrections: Archer Tower initial Projectile coordinate (now seems to shoot correctly from TH E
tower, instead of the air upstairs Tower) Fixed level 11 Air Defense Effect Effect Milk Update - Versión 13,675.1, 13,675.4 and 13,675.6 - 7 and 8 December 2020 (only version 13,675.4 launched for Android (CNY), and version 13,675 .6 Only for Android (GPS)) of this update, the minimum versions of the required system rose to iOS 10 and Android
4.4. Additions New levels Events Changes changes Wars When you create a friendly war, you can now select if the war will allow 1 or 2 attacks per player. Emerging confirmation by accelerating the construction of buildings and updating. Improved attack notification for players playing multiple devices. The HÃ © ROE skills are unlocked for free at
level 5 of the HÃ © roe and improving every additional level of 5 HÃ © Roe! Flyers, freezers and new level reinforcements 6 The minions are here to wreak havoc on the enemy's bases! Level 5 Freeze Spell leaves the defenses on ice for more time than ever. Store and reduction battle record for iPhone and iPod Touch. Aggregate Tail System! Less
bumps of the "Find a match" button. The skeleton spell engendered the skeletons increased by 1 for all levels. Even they could catch an extra Galkyrie! Other tools of edition mode: a lot of aggregated features to facilitate the edition of the donate troops / spells fully trained from the production queues, even if its army is full of troops / spells of drag to
any Place to a training queue: the progress of the training is transferred troops / spells for donation directly from the donation context menu the war records for any clan can now be seen publicly, unless it was deactivated in the clan configuration BUILTER SUGGESTIONS: Touch Builder Information to view and select Updates To perform the
counting of live viewers now they are displayed during the attack: See how many others are! Chat Stroped redected with built-in request bottle version 8.212.1 - March 21 "The Bowler" New Content: City Hall 11 Grand Warden Life Aura and Eternal Take Range Reduced Town Hall 10+ Inferno Tower Multi-Mode acquires new objectives S rapid Hall
10 and 11 players are are It is likely to be at multiplayer 9+ all the skeleton blowing points reduction of skeletons generated by witches will no longer shoot Goblin Level 6 traps, it has been transferred to City Council 9 (Was TH10) X-Bow 2- levels 4 Daïve increased the City Council 8 ++ The Valkyrie damage increased, Hitpoints decreased Valkyrie
start to attack much more quick after reaching her goal, please! The levels of the tower of the magician 5-9 were increased, greatly increased at subsequent troop defenders (but not the mereas) flee from poison spells if they are inactive, all the dark spells, the preparation time Decreased 10 minutes from City Hall 5+ All Elixir Spells The preparation
time decreased up to 20 minutes All levels: the limit of Battle Time reduced 3 minutes per attack once more, the starvanza attacks of the star From the star and bonus rewards of the league New buildings buildings can no longer be canceled (updates can be canceled) War: Clan Wars pairing has been reviewed - Details on the Blog DeV http: //
supr.cl/warmatchupdate WAR Size 35V35 and 45v45 have been removed to increase other war sizes, a new "War Win Streak" statistics in the Clan profile The menu has been redesigned to be a number a lot More Legiblian e of remaining warfare from the clan warplace when outside the war map, all repetitions can be seen directly from my team /
enemy equipment S Ummars in WAR Details "Star button" has been replaced by a Button S Large "War Details" in the lower right part of the war map: Summary of the constructor: Touch the constructor icon to see all constructions in progress Touch an entry in the Summary Builder to select it in the village when attacking , the Selection of the army
Displays the left / right scroll arrows If a boned drive or spell is hidden off the screen by touching the Botünden cart Shows how many resources there are inside before collecting resource stores have more states Visual to indicate more clearly when filled or vacuums are exploiting traps traps Its effect of effect clearly in the battle battles now ends
automatically if there is only one poison spell, and it no longer ends automatically if there is only one earthquake spell that remains more repetitions in the Defense registration and attack registration, and are available for the most long expenditure. General description shows the time until the training/elaboration of beer is completed, also accounting
for the active reflexes of the profiles of the unlocked ã¡rea players of the reorganized reorganized version 8.116.2 - January 26 "Treasury, Botine cart and bonus of stars "The castles of the Treasury clan now house a well protected resource bank: the treasure the treasure safeguarding the bottle of clan bonds wars and star bonds â ¡is the place more
sure to save the bonus bottle until you are ready to spend it! The previous concept of "War Botiners" has been eliminated from the Clan Castle Information screen, etc. When the ice golem is destroyed, it activates a frozen explosion that applies and freezes enemies and nearby buildings. Offense: levels 11-12 for all the troops after improving the Star
laboratory at level 6 levels 6-10 for the battle machine others: resource collectors, warehouses, gems mine and clock tower can be updated to Level 6 A single goalkeeper tower in your City Council can now be prepared, similar to the cane. OTHER BUILDER HALL 8 CHARACTERISTICS: Resource buildings: +1 ELIXIR PUMP +1 Gold MINE Defensive
buildings: +1 Double +1 celler +1 hidden tesla +1 Caã ± Énge +1 Bolsheros Traps: +2 Spring Traps +1 Thrust trap +1 mega mine troops: +1 ejã © rcito camp +2 additional levels for all troops (up to level 16) Battle corner: Builder Base Balance Changes: Builder base versus battle the rewards now increase until Archer Astute Trophies: The
duration of the capacity of the level 12 layer is reduced from 10 seconds to 8 seconds. Dragon Rider: The range has been reduced by 0.5 mosaics (the range is now 4 mosaics, below 4.5). If you are fully to the maximum and can not update anything, the challenge will be completed automatically. The hidden Tesla activation radius increased. Decreased
decreased From the X-Bow update at level 2 levels and 3. Inferno Tower is now more slow when burning large hordes of attacking troops. Clan members who recently joined labeling as "new". New visual effects (dragon attack, magician tower attack). Personal parts applied for players who remain continuously in the game for long periods of time.
Supercell Games after a week of advances, Supercell has announced the release of the Update of Class December, also known as the update of "Winter 2018". New offensive levels: Your offensive units get benefits in the Update of Builder Hall 7. The Yetimitas no longer trigger the troops of the Clan Castle. NEW MODE OF EDITION OF THE PEOPLE,
erase the mess! Collect all the buildings and walls at the same time and design your town from a clean blackboard. And a new world means new achievements. Prevents additional troops in rare cases in which the play server is disconnected during a driven level of a pet attack spectacle on the final battle screen when the HÃ © Roe Poción is active
Sample Construction constructor time also for the cabin of the builder who are in the remaining star bonus program in the city in the city in the city in the city Hall (from the previous update of the Town Hall) , even if it is in the BOOST BOOST effect of updating for Builder's cabins and the City Council when they are in update if the momentum is
active anyway, have the hell towers visually unicorn instead of aim to air above the unicorn corrections and improvements to move all the tools in the design editor Update all wall connections after moving the people no longer cancel the of wall that are carried out just before moving the town allow the use of the tool, even if the base wall segment of
the builder is selected from the selection of any selected wall piece when moving village in case the movement bottle © disabled because one of the objects is too close to the edges, high The credential continues to show on ESPORTS in some cases in which the content is read the description of the clan. The maximum length is 250 characters when
creating a clan and editing the described description (used to be 128 in the creation and 250 when editing). Damages at 10-11 levels and 14-15 levels to solve the inconsistency between the information of the Special Skill and the actual performance of the maintenance of the death damage: May 11, 2021 Add the tab A ESPORT to the news window in
the game so that it can be kept a day with all the exciting developments for the Clash 2021 of the World Clans Championship. The basis of the Beta Beta Minion builder (AI has improved to reduce the randomness of its initial attack position. The clans can now establish base trophy requirements of the constructor in the clan configuration. In addition,
we are also adjusting the time of search required to find a better war game. New HÃ ‰ ROE to some HÃ © Roes are born, others are built. Caño carriage: A four-wheel fortification carried to the front line. eg If a player takes 20% of the resources, they will receive 4 gems (80% of 5). Giant: Level 7 and 8 increased. Game changes / Balance Changes
and cords of Batte solved a problem in which the Defensive builders are stuck in the Hidden Defenders of Tesla, now they will be correctly withdrawn their cabin when it is destroyed instead of simply disappearing, the defending builders adhere to their target until it is. fully replica ADO The information of the donation of clan troop is now visible to all
players, not only the members of the clan. [Taken from 26/01 - Treasury Looting Cart Update Article in the SupercÃ © Lulas Forum. Christmas "New winter theme! Error corrections for the new SHIELD system and some game crashed with the new information screen by touching the shield icon Displays the exact state of fixed and cleaned personal

personal breakup User Interface Versión 8.67.3 - December 10, 2015 - "City Council 11" One of the most large shock updates - sometimes! The City Council 11 is bursting in the Out! Grand Warden & Eagle Artillery: The most powerful and strategic additions of the story! New levels of troops, levels of defense and attack of clan spell donation through
the shield at any time, but be sure to protect your city council! Guard your game sessions when the shield is below and never attack out of guard again Goblins chasing the town halls, bonuses of the biggest league and trophies offers, and much more! Convierce to TH11! Grand Warden: The new Hero of his Ejéstere Powerful Harnesses New
battlefield by increasing and protecting the troops from him. The great ranger hardens all the close troops and can make them temporarily invincible! He jumps, flies, fit the great guard in any strategy and make your army shine the artillery of Ã Guila. The Eagle Artillery is only activated after many troops have been deployed, leaving the door open
for tactical strikes and multiface attacks. Make the reinforcement spells from Spell Shuffle's request, not just troops, from the donated spells of level 4 of the Clan Castle, receive all the benefits of existing clans benefits. The freezing spell is now unlocked at City Council 9 and has a duration a little longer in the shields of lower levels: the flexible city
and just defense. The destruction of the hall does not grant a shield: it brings your town hall inside! You can attack while protecting at any time for only a small reduction of the shield, obtain a shield by 30% destruction, but only when an considerable army attacks, plays safe from the guard Of the attackers protects him from attacks and allows him to
attack others all. You want to get free keep when the shields expire and play freely without worrying about been attacked, the higher leagues, give you more free guard, Like I & Legend, players get a 100% coverage! 2 hours of extra duty is available in the store every day Richer Raiding: Looting and trophies Town halls now now Much available: â â â
The bonuses of the league are more large than ever, but the scale with its percentage of destruction is more large and the most low trophies of trophies how much high is its league. The set of battle time of play balance has increased by 30 seconds the elves now go to the City Council and the Clan Castle for 2 times the damage that the costs of
rearmament for all the traps have been massively reduced the costs From the recharge for arches X, large amounts of healers have now reduced the effectiveness of reduced effectiveness. In the same unit, the impulse of the Rcito have been reduced to 5 gems for 1 hour of impulse cost to find a reduced party and "link" for the preparation day of the
clan war The City Council of levels 6-10 has increased some slightly low towns, a level of the City Hall below now is a little less the boton of the playing field and the troop deployment buzz Expanded (peripheral obsculus have moved automatically) another balance and improvements have added two new achievements: anti-artylerãa and exchange is
the donation interface of troops/care spells that have been renewed and Now show D. Onas troops in barracks can now be queued in sequence, similar to the favric of spells, the clan's war botín now encourages when a war attack begins the shield or active guard now It can be discarded manually when touching The ãcono that can now be out of line
before being vulnerable to attack a special reproduction sound when finding a multiplayer objective after 10 seconds of looking for a special sound reproduced when multiplayer and Search is canceled The time limit on a personal breakdown has been reduced to 3 hours of personal rest limit is now extended instead of restarting in some cases, it is
less likely that multiplayer pairing offers opponents under their level of the City Council ( only below the champion league) [taken from the - City Hall 11 Update of the Supercell forum forum.] Versión 7 Versión 7.200 - 22. October 2015 "comes Halloween" A frightening night returns to shock for a limited time, experience the creepy theme of
Halloween shock with spells of poisy posyos, Bubbly cauldron and more! It is that little one of the year again! So here is a creepy Halloween update with a pair of Limited Time Candies: Harvest Some Halloween Halloween Bonus Elixir Halloween Obstacles 1-Gema Spell Factory Boost Special is back! Running through Halloween weekend! Versión
7.200.7 - September 9, 2015 "Spell Repampam and War Tirmebreamber" Spelling of spells and a Clan War Turnilla! Below the ray, the poison, the earthquake and the frozen spells! Lightning spell level 7 and 25 new wall pieces have been added to the Town Hall Level 10 Total destruction is now a Clan Wars shooting, if the score is even at the end of
the war, the clan with more percentage of destruction In its best attacks. It will be the victor! The attack and defense tabs have been added to the clan tabs in the state statistics to quickly see all the best attacks in the war for any of the clans, the wall-level appearance 11 has been renovated and it is totally seen recharging lightning relocation
RELABLING RELABLAGO RELABLESS spell spell level of spell 7 moans buildings and troops like the levels of spell of relay Mpagos 5 and 6 relay spell bolts are now approaching less often the lightning, level 6, now it is available at City Council 9 Reworked Poio Spell Trops in poison spells now take less damage or at first, but much more about the
damage to the Poison Spell of Time now increases to large quantities and After leaving the poisoning spell spell now it reduces the attack rate of the defending troops. The coated earthquake spells defended much more damage, regardless of the current spells of a building, repeated earthquake spells now deal with decreasing to the same buildings,
four earthquake spells will always continue to destroy. forever. From the wall! There is no longer any "buildings execution rule" special for earthquake spells: A building should only be reduced to 0 HP Example: If an earthquake spell has a 25% damage, the first earthquake spell in a building It will always take care of 25% maximum HP damage,
destroying any building with less than 25% remaining HP. Fixed positioning of the HP HP HP HP 10-11 level 10-11 bar. Version 9.256.4 - October 11, 2017 Clans, friends, friends and friends challenge their clan companies at friendly battles at the work of builder base with their clan to unlock new levels of clans and get Access to the badges of stepped
clans See the online state of your friends. 'The attacks live both in the local village and the builder, the new levels of buildings and troops new levels of troops to Golem and Valkyrie new building levels for the air sweeper and the tower of pumps 25 pieces of level wall E. Maximum update new level limits and visual changes for the City Council 11
troops and buildings: Valkyries: Now you can upgrade to Level 6 golems: Now you can upgrade to the level 7 pump tower: now it can be updated A Sweeper of Air Level 6 "can now be upgraded at level 7 walls Ã ¢ â, ¬ - 25 segments More can be updated to level 12 clan improvements: new Wars Friendly Wars viewers slots of 35V35 and 45V45 For
the clan wars it is happening, even while it is in repetition mode. The improvements in the game We discovered that Metal Armor driving Electrickerry! N. injured, they can simply sleep from Dark Elixir Cool New Defenses two new X-Bow update levels for the maximum firepower. Break maintenance: 22 of From 2020 he solved an error where
changing a defense in Legend League would apply to the next defense instead of the next day of the league. Increase of Valkyrie blow points by approximately 20% at all levels. levels. It works a bit different in this lumbito. Make information about the war information screen compatible with 1 attack wars not mentioning the exact attack count. CLAN
WAY: The donated troops will now travel through the Clan road on the map. Friendly wars can be as short as an hour and as small as 5v5 Chash Friends & Friendly Challenge Updates: Clash Friends: Add friends in shock through the players' profiles Search players by player label (mark the men's men of the player's profile) moving decorations does
not put a design in the friendly challenge, the hosts, now defend in friendly challenge attacks, even when they are in the update version 8.332.9 - May 24, 2016 " Friendly challenge "New content of content and update updates: much of the balance this update is reaching new levels and more small adjustments looting of 17.4 million gold, 17.4 million
elixir, and 166,500 dark elixir of the 25 villages of Goblin. A problem of the shrinking characters was corrected when the Headhunter is directed. The Valkyrie has not been seeing much action on the battlefield, he needed to reinforce himself! P.E.K.K.A Hitpoints from 3400 to 3500 at level 3 and from 3800 to 4000 at level 4. Excessive growth of gems
is back the box of gems is back, so that I keep an eye for these mysterious boxes packaged with gems. All gems boxes will now give more gems than the originals. Reduced the Zig-Zag movement of the wall destroyer when it has been deployed. Support for IPAD PRO Models 2018 The very wide screen devices such as the iPhone X and Honor P20 will
now have a bit more space to get away so that players can see so many villages on other devices. Now there is an emerging confirmation window when pressing the Finish training on the training screen. Summer update - Version 13.? Previously, the design editor would not save the design if it has non -life locations for buildings. VFX shows normal
projectiles for Archer Queen when she is invisible without using the real capacity of the layer. And because "it's good" it can be a mantra company, but but You have to apply to defense updates. Research potions now increase the 24x laboratory speed instead of 10x. The possibility of including members of the wrong clan in a war was corrected, if a
new member with a high trophy content joins the clan during the members of members. Barracks Level 8 Reduced update cost by 30%. The spells are now much more unpaved to create. Repeated earthquake spells in the same construction treatment is less damage: 25/3%, 25/5%. Present a better libic evaluation of attack position for Archer Queen.
Now, that has changed greatly, and could be surprised by her effectiveness in battle. Each level increases the amount of opponents that Giga Tesla can attack. Once unlocked in the Builder Hall 5, the teacher builder will join the fight in his battle mail! Update this meconic monster at level 5 to unlock its "Electric Hammer" capacity. Check the official
PAT interview with Jonas of the Development Team: the Hã © Roes have become ill and tired â € ‹â €‹ If they are attracted and crushed at the map edges. Equilibrium tweaks increased the Valkyrie attack damage (all levels). It shows up to 36 icons during a repetition in the event that the attacker is using the many units. Version 2.86 - October 27,
2012. Now you can create more misguided spells that never. The HP reduction for the last skill of the Cannon Cart Stand is more accurate making it updated 15 times per second instead of 5 times per second. Hammers can only be purchased with league medals that are obtained from the clan war leagues and can only be purchased at the new tent of
the League. Take the scale based on practice in practice and of challenge BANDER BASE updates the new feature Ã ¢ â, ¬ "Friendly challenges General updates A.I. Improvements: The battles will not end until the projectile of the last unit land on the target, even if that unit is murdered. From the clock will remain paused after maintenance.
Maintenance. Treasure tab of the golden eyeborn in the store if there are offers of offers: Simplified and clean setting the design of the menu on / on the snow on the most configuration menu. The elderly of the clan are now less powerful to prevent abuse, they can no longer promote or degrade and can only kick normal members. Replacing the traps
always took a long time, and we have certainly experienced ourselves. XP still wins normally in the game modes where your own army is used. The duration of defensive ice golem freezing is reduced by 0.5 seconds. The maximum distance for the target selection of the air mine is now 2x the activation radius of the trap. Structure of the League based
on the season where the clans fight against another 7 clans in their league to advance the highest league. New spell: Pind Santa to give a devastating bombardment to the village of your enemy. New ASEEDIO MACHINE: The Stone Slammer The Stone Slammer is a new ASEDIO TH12 machine that points to the enemy defenses of the heavens
dropping devastating rocks and causes splashing. While the siege workshop can only be built by the City Council 12 villages, the siege machines can be donated to clan companies of the Clan Castle Level 6 or higher. ! NEW: SUPER Q.A P.E.K.K.A She is great, bad, beautiful and becomes boom! The new Super Q.E.K.K.A. The troop differs from its
counterpart from the native village in a different way. The setting mode is unlocked after reaching the improvements of the Town Hall War Tools if an attacker has used all his attacks on a clan war, his target calls will now be removed automatically from the map of the Clan war The animation of the attack of the miner was corrected, so it gives
damage simultaneously when the blade hits the target. Level drop for one. Do not use poisonous avoidance for dead units. After everything, it would not be a winter update if it were not for vacation changes. Specifically, it will notice a festive and music load screen, as well as snow effect and snow -covered buildings. Healing temperature of Hã © Roe
Fix on the general description screen of training. training. Its overload capacity is strengthened as its level increases. New levels of fact, unity and building new clan clan Characteristics The trophy requirement to join a clan can now be up to 3,600 trophies. Acceleration option added to the troop request of the castle of the next clan. It is likely that it
is better not to introduce too many new things, especially when it is considered that the update adds new troops to the mix. Inyntroducing new troops is always complicated, as it has to balance them with the existing goal. The young Players of Supercell ID can now create a Supercell identification on their own by providing the email address of an
adult or trusted tutor. The corrections of updating costs and other units of changes that have not been unlocked will not be available in friendly challenges, while the production building that unlock that unit is currently upgrading. Fixed battles end too soon, if you only stay a non-deployed siege machine. The teachers of the jump spell can direct their
body troops like never before! All troops that you deploy can take advantage of a jump spell, even if the troops do not hit directly by the spell. The deployment of the Siege machine in the user interface will now be predetermined to what was previously used. Troop updates are now visualized. Your useful life was not exactly 30 seconds as indicated on
the information screen. The previous upper limit was 30. New Troop: Dragon! Available at City Hall 11, Electro Dragon can absorb a moderate amount of damage and a dishes punishment that will make enemy villages tremble with fear. Break maintenance - September 11, 2019 The main notes of patches You can find here: September Golem and
Golemite Update Balance: DPS adjusted through all levels to be consistent with DPS of golemitas (New DPS is now exactly five times the DPS of the goblet) Golemite Level 1 -3 HP Major Level 8 and 9 Goems generate 3 goals instead of 2 DragÃ "N: Level 5-7 HP increased Valkyrie: Level 7 HP increased the pork rider: Level 9 HP Frendency of HOG
GLIDER: Level 18 Hog Rider HP HP Torre Inferno: Daã ± o by levels 2 and 3 decrease of hidden tesla: level 10 hp morte increased: level 12 hp Increased version 11,651.1 - June 18, 2019 Builder Hall 9: The main notes of patches can be Find here: BH9 DEV UPDATE VIDEO - WHEN THE PIGS! New level added to Builder Hall: Level 9! New Builder
Base Defense: Lava Launcher New Builder Base Troop: Hog Glider All the other troops can be updated to the level 18 battle machine can be updated at level 30. The majority of the buildings can be updated at level 9 New Building: O.T.T.O HUT: When it is completely updated, o.t.t.o will serve as an additional builder for the builder's base, and will
allow the master builder to travel to the domestic village to act as a 6th builder new levels: the notes Main of patches can be found here: New levels and balance New additions: the main patches notes can find here: the mode of practical of the investigation poet investigative pottery! Temporarily drives the practice of the speed of laboratory research:
a new training mode designed to help players use different attack strategies. Deep link base: enables the exchange of base design using a deep link. Thanks to all the many, many people who let us know about this! Do not reduce the battle timer of the levels of challenge at 3 minutes, if the battle begins by implementing multiple troops at the same
time Fix Sig. Pork riders: Hammer in one hand and pork reins in the other, these powerful warriors jump on the walls and go directly to enemy buildings. All the hosts will be shown in their selected skin under the player's profile. Decrease in Golem training at level 2, 3 and 4. Keep in mind that the rotation of your people will activate the design reuse
timer. Clock Tower: Increase the speed of everything at the base of the constructor, from the construction construction to the mining of resources! BENDE SKILLS The crystallized elixir that is on this side has given family faces a new look with new tricks that can be used in combat! Improved troops earn special powerful. special. Such as: Sneaky
Archer: "Cloak" makes it invisible to enemy defenses for a short period of time. - September 27, 2017 "Builder Hall 7" In this new update for the base of the builder, we are introducing an update update that includes two units: the giant drop defense and the air unit of the drop ship. Touching a trap shows the trigger radius of it. We plan to do this
with all the predetermined skins of each Hero. This diminished damage means that it is still impossible to destroy the buildings only with earthquake spells. Update the wall connections correctly when exchanging walls in the design editor. Decrease the cost of the ELIXIR DARK exercise update. Decrease in the damage bonus of level 5 of rage spell of
80% to 70%. The destroyer of the wall not only provides a way to protect the troops from the castle of its approaching assaults, new strategies opens to channel the army of it, since the Wrecker clarifies the way to the victory! Battle Blimp The Battle Blimp rises over the defenses of your enemy. Greater dots of blow and giant level 6 damage. December 18, 2017 Clan Games Clan Games: A new feature that allows players in the clan to win rewards in the clan games, challenges appear and can be performed by members of a clan. There is a lot of new content in this version and we are here to break everything for you! The Golem ice is a new dark elixir troop that is unlocked at City Council
11 when updating its dark barracks at level 8. Miner: The speed of movement increased from 20 to 32; Time required to emerge or submerge reduced to 1 second (from 1.2 seconds). The configuration name during the tutorial is correctly using the profane filter instead of causing sync up. A shock was solved when trying to open the classical war
details while the CWL screen is open. Find the correct mix of trap modes for your people! Skeleton traps are available at Town Hall 8 and can be updated to implement more skeletons at a time. Now you can see the clan before accepting the invitation. The ASEEDIO ASDIO MACHINES TRAINING TIMES have Reduced by 20 minutes for all levels. Ã ¢
â, ¬ Å "Time on the left: Information added to Clan chat entries, and to share the repetitions of the Builder base allow the quick donation of any normal version of the troops, while the Super Troop version is enabled. Combined with shorter fuses in pumps and a decrease in stroke, pig riders will be easier to take on bacon, and all (except Vegans,
Vegetarians, Fishers , religious, etc.) love bacon! This should lead the players to be a bit more strategically with their friends from Hog Rider. Hard! Troops can be deployed close to obstacles, so it is not lost more in a sea of flags. I'm sorry goblin maps! The user interface adds horizontal scroll indicators to the laboratory screen. The test time of the
army is now shown on the QUICK army screen, the spell space indicators were removed to make space to make room for this, but a notification credential on the Edit button will inform you when An army is incomplete, the friendly army is now shown and edited on the Quick Ejélcy screen. - June 22, 2020 new sets of content game and QOL
improvements Landscape players can now customize more than their village with a new landscape. You can change the scenario by tapping your City Hall and then select the new "Landscape of Cangiere" button. Some selected skins can be purchased outside the golden passage. The Águila Artillery will be less likely to point to Yetimites. See it in
accident: [taken from the Hero Roe Changes the updating item in the Supercil Ad Forum.] Version 6.108.2 - May 16, 2014 Mode of edition of the base of War of war and the basis of war. ! Would you like to maintain a separate design for your war base? The clan mail messages can now be twice as long. GEMA MINA: GEMAS SERGY Over time! Update
it to increase your output. Air pump traps: new level at City Council 12; Reduced activation radius (A 4 tiles of 5 tiles) Pump: New level at City Council 11; Shortly shortened detonation (1.5 seconds from 2 seconds) MISC buildings The changes set, stagnated the destroyer of the wall that is jammed on the walls and obstacles. Wattling for two new
achievements: HÃ © Roe of war and spoils of war! Clan Castle Renovation Rally Clan Epraior Support with Clan Castle Level 6! The clan castles now protect the payments of war looting and are saquasable in battle! The top-level clan castles have more butt. The only exception to this is the spring trap, which can be updated at level 4. Level of HÃ ©
Roe and the statistics are now shown correctly when they visit villages. Coupling it under the Blue Star button after the battle day begins. We are still increasing the versus battle rewards to 4000 trophies! Here is what you can expect to see in the launch of the Builder Hall 7, and be sure to scroll down to get more information about the last round of
war of war! NEW: The giant fall ¿What else says that the base of it means a serious business that a massive barrel capable of demolishing several troops in a single explosion? NEW: The night witch the night's night brother, the night witch is available once you update the barrack of your builder at level 8. Use multiple destination modes to severely
hinder the army switch depends on the curación de The classic unique box or the new MallLtiple destination mode at any time hell Tower Level 3 will help you stay warm. This percentage of renewed winter looting is now decreased in the level of the advocate town hall, the maximum amount Botties available now increases the advocate City Hall Level
Bottage Bonnote Bonus when the City Hall opponents have been eliminated. A look at the Clash of Clans forum for a greater About these changes! The interface and the Improvements of the CLASH characteristics is now fully located in Korean! Village Edition Mode: The new designs of the base in progress will be saved automatically and resumed if
the game is restarted added "Training Capacity" to Barracks Information and Update Screens , unarmed traps are now indicated a smoke effect instead of The entry of the back of bubbles has improved the reduced balance adjustment, the attack range of the hell towers of 10 to 9 tiles decreased the cost of improving the level 2 of the Inferno tower,
the damage It increased slightly from the dragons of level 4, a slightly increased of the HP and the damage of level 6 giants, many more errors. Corrections, adjustments and performance improvements [taken from the artism of update V5.113.2 in the Supercã © Lulas Ads forum.] Version 5.6.4 - November 6, 2013 "Traps Improvements" â ¡â¡trambas
re -elaborated pumps of the pumps Punitas? - March 5, 2018 "Builder Hall 8" Builder Hall 8 Nuevo: Mega Tesla we will start with the Mega Tesla, a new defensive building for its builder base. However, it is the giant cair that really makes the base defenses of its builder shine! New: the ship of Caída in its town hall, the balloons fall explosives. A rarely
occurred problem was corrected where the troops would not withdraw correctly when a hidden tesla appeared if the troops have already been retargeton to something else and their cooling time of the attack on the previous attack from the previous attack had not been completed. So you take a look at what we have in the store for your town hall!
NEW DEFENSIVE CONTENT: CAON LEVEL 15 (TH11) Caés levels 10-14 Update time or cost has been new discount: Archer Tower Level 15 (TH11) Archer tower levels 9-14 The update time or the cost has been discounted new: Level of the Underno 5 (TH11) levels of the Underno Torre 2-4 The update time or the cost has been discounted in the Hell
Tower, the multi-mode damage has been Increased the multi-mode damage, the day has increased to the 1st stage of the Inferno tower to coincide with which the new offensive content of Daã os in multi-mode mode, conversely, also © n Additional levels together with the balance sheet updates to the following troops to ensure that additional
offensive power is also available. St. Week to navigate for a new world Welcome to the base of the builder, boss! This new exciting land is directed by the master builder. A practical percentage of total destruction is now included in the battle record. The level of the clan castle has no clan effect. clan. For "Extra Storage of War Looting", they have
been changed to "Tesore Extra Storage" (the values of Clan Perk have not changed, the storage of the Treasury is similar to the storage of War Bot in the majority of the levels of the City Council) , Clans Castle Visuals have been updated with the elimination of small warehouses on the roof Day Star Bonus Win 5 stars of the multiplayer battles to get a
bonus bonuses Bonnet bonuses in MÃ STAVE! A new star bonus is available every day! Star bonus rewards will be safeguarded in the treasure, the maximum star bonuse reward is available from Titan 3 League (it was champion 3) Bottan looting Appears appears in your town after From each defense, place this cart to recover some of your lost
resources, only a boot cart will appear at once, the button immediately! The Botín the cart appears randomly in the town of Ã Rea after any defense and contains 20% of lost resources if a bottle cart, its gold, elixir and / or values of Dark elixir will be updated if a later defense would be a later defense worth more than that resource, you can not collect
a bottle cart if your stores are the cases of correction of full equilibrium errors where the skeletons jammed In layers of walls, especially when he pursues pork riders now; The instances where several dark spells can be donated to the Clan Castle are now fixed. AÃ ± adido confirmation dialogue when accelerating the unit and spell updates. Reduction
of the time of guard of the town in the Titan leagues, so it is always 60 minutes (previously it was up to 180 minutes), to reduce the problems of clouds in those The real estate objects with the unstoppable force of the level 6 wall switch! Ourselves your best battle repetitions with the members of your clan in Clan Chat! You can share a repetition with
your clan every 30 minutes. The obstacle shovel allows you to move a single obstacle in your village anywhere on the map. [Taken from the update article V4.74 at the Supercil Ad Forum.] Hidden changes: version 4.54 - June 24, 2013 "Gold" Gold & Elixir pump for th10 "added a gold mine and an elixir collector for the City Hall level 10. Slops for
precision and this has been incorrect for too much time! Keep in mind that this change does not make more or less or less The spell of rage. Powerful, is purely an alteration of the redcomm of rage. We want to make sure that players can communicate between the same, the clashes. Dark elixir. Not only can your troops be updated at level 14, but the
battle machine can be updated at level 20. how much It costs to update the P.E.K.K.A at level 3 and 4, we feel that some more blow points were needed to help balance and justify the update. . Autumn u pdate - Version “N 13.576.3 / 13,576.7 - October 12, 2020 New quality of life and Game changes Super troops eliminated the cooling time of 7 days
after it expires a symore troop. Version 13 In this activated version, the number of version corresponds to the maximum level of the City Council. The Battle Blimp is much more than the wall destroyer, but it will take less dais before he is finally forced to abandon his ã ostile load. Sharpness of the improved text. Treaty! We increase the amount of
gems in some gem packages. Potã “n of the clock tower made of the very high points of Macio, the pot of the clock tower on the clock tower of the base of its builder for 30 minutes! The Goblin uprising has begun! For many years, Secuces of the King of Goblin have been silently tracing a return to the world of Clash. We feel that the clock tower
provided too fast progress and requiring rebalancing to put it online with Update times. New achievements: Heist Heroic and Mortar Mauler. Fixed (again) Wall destroyers get stuck in the decorations. We present the level of Camp of the Ejér 7, now you can create an argos even more great! ATTENTION HELP OF THE CITY LEVEL 9 Â Propiertaries!
Now you can build an additional ketus! More space was added to the village to facilitate the fine of things and build bigger villages. Can not improve the suspense of the clan war attacks on progress? The reward tab of the challenges of the season now has some rapid access buttons to allow more easy navigation in the first unlocked but not claimed
reward. The traps in movement or hidden thetes are no longer forced by a reuse of design if applicable. Responsible report, boss! The new help center is now available! The first version is in English and you can find it in configuration -> Help and Support -> Helpful. Changes of the challenge of the season When claiming a reward of resources if the
player only has enough storage space for some of the rewards that can now take any amount of the reward that fit and some gems. The Her Roes now specialize in a certain paper: King Bárbaro: the tank specialist, the damage of it has been reduced, but now it can be cured to a large extent when using its ability of fourte iron. The reusing time has
increased from 7 hours to 22 hours, but the price of the gem to omit reuse has been reduced. The elixir and the gold that collects here can not be used in their domed village, but the gems will cross. He regenerated instantly, unlike other buildings, turn on the rehabilitation car. Connection problems of the visual wall were corrected when visiting
towns that have destroyed the And the owner of the town has not begun session after they were destroyed. Now you can increase your resource buildings (start-up at level 5), the barracks (start-up at level 4) and the spell factory classification tables now show daily range changes, see QuiÃ © n he gets up and who was quién Now there is a short
period of attack without attack after maintenance breaks allow players to start session again without disturbing themselves. So, what do you differentiate the mega tesla apart from your cousins not so mega? With the addition of Freeze Spell level 5, we wanted to rebalance levels 3 and 4 to soften the update curve. The religious spell has returned to
work: instead of hitting randomly in a large radius, it produces a single lightning that hits on a small radius and can be briefly stunned. It was increasing the damage to obtain an edge on the defending healing, or the healing to save them from the claws of the defeat! Hero's skills now improve much more significantly with each new skill level and
summon more support troops than before. New Defense: Tornado Trap! The tornado trap releases a vortice, taking out all enemy troops into its reach and hindering its progress. Improved game balance! [Taken from the Supercell Forum] Hidden changes: version 3,25 - February 5, 2013 Cool New classification tables rise to the top of their clan; Look
QuiÃ © n is increasing and who is falling. Fast and accurate placement of construction by dragging from the inventory. Move some of the obstacles of the new home design of the town near the edges, so there is a better continuous empty space for the town. Balance changes have increased from 3,036 to 3,228 seconds and DPS has been reduced by
10. This will increase the bondage duration in some cases, but not all, and allows the system to be longer to find a match More unique. Allow the use of the designs of the domestic village in friendly wars, even if design is blocked by obstacles. Dark Level Barracks Level 8 Dark Spell Factory Level 5 Siege Workshop Level 3 New Slot Machines War
Design They are available: first additional slot costs 1000 GEMS, second costs of Extra Slot 1500 GEMS, Third Slot Extra Costs 2000 GEMS. Village Ui Village preview on the profile is back! Touch the Icon of the City Hall in the profile. These new new breaker demanded a little fourth more elbow, so that Now occupy two camp spaces. Donations
prevent donating troops below the requested level. You can rearm, and you will also update your traps (in addition to spring traps). The BOOK Tower Boost will no longer stop during maintenance, since maintenance will not affect the progress of the base of the constructor. Supercell ID 2.0 was added to clans clash, but specific regions are first
implemented to make sure it works with the shock client. A problem was solved in which an exploitation would allow a player to repeatedly claim the rewards of the bonus and credit level cland games, the achievement of the game champion. The skeleton traps can be configured to go to ground troops or air troops. The chat chat and global clan were
highlighted when you receive a new message and the scroll is below. Changes of balance - February 28, 2020 Increase in spring trap (in the local village) Radio from 0.7 to 0.8 tiles increased level 5-7 HP pump tower 1000/1200/1400 to 1050/1200 / 1600 level increase 5-7 pump tower DPS from 46/52/60 to 48/56/64 Increase level 6-7 Damage of the
death of the tower 340/380 to 350/400 Decrease Level 16-17 Cannon DPS of 125/132 to 124/130 Balance Changes - January 16, 2020 Level 18 The stroke points increased from 1.860 to 1.870 to prevent the real champion from the litters of A single filming with its coat of arms that seeks. We will apply this new Shader Tech to future skins, but we have
no plans to review the oldest ones at this time. Setting the store on the other side of the Clan Road, facing the carriage of the clan games, the merchant will have 3 special offers for you every day. Previously, he was directed to the ground, but exploded in the air on the goal. Rebalance of the Battle ÉCICA: ÂMuestre Skills and triumph! Ourselves
version 2.0 are here with readjusted fortresses, a more smart defense and stronger skills! Read then to get more information. The number of gems received is based on the normal price for the specific articles for sale. Previously, they were always withdrawn from the player. player. view. The super troops can now be used together with their normal
versions if too many types of super troops are trained, the new types can not be promoted without first using the game of others at the end of a battle, if the ability of a HÃ © Roe remains Unused, the HÃ © Roe. He will cure the amount of HP, they would normally be recovered from using their capacity. Here are the features that you can expect to see
in version 6 of Builder Hall 6, including the two new units. Support troops with the Healer Level 4. When purchasing a new skin, the user interface to select the skin will automatically open. When you visit the villages of your Clan Companies, you can copy your designer. Four Super Troops Added: Super Balbaro, Super Giant, Sneaky Goblin, Super
Wall Breaker New levels Town Hall 9: Town Hall 11: Gold Mine Level 14 Elixir Pump Level 14 Dark Elixir Drill Level 8 City Hall 12: Balbaro Level 9 Goblin Level 8 City Council 13: Cost Reductions The following articles in the local village received updating cost reductions during spring update: new levels of practice, Yeti SMASH (TH12) Ring Bane
(TH13) Improvements The quality of life A new option in the Troop Request menu allows for specific requests (and can also be alternated to restrict donations to maximum level donations) The reinforcements of the Clan Castle are now ordered For the following criteria in order: the hosting space lower first if the space of the housing is the same, the
troops are ordered by internal ID (creates an apparently arbitrary election of the Ord Implementation) If the internal IDs are equal, the first skin selection screen of the new lower Her Roe that is much easier to select what leather you want to apply to your Heroe. The suggestions will prioritize the clans by activity, such as the of the clan war, the
activity of the donation of troops, etc., for example, it is possible to have a decoration only in the design of the local town, but not in the design of the basis of war. The ability to explore the bases of the clan was eliminated during the clan warfare during the preparation day. While the individual guy It is not increasingly powerful, its strength comes in
numbers. He eliminated the air mines from traveling through the map if their original objective is destroyed after activating the trap, but before the trap is activated. Award DPS of Battle Machine Level 21-30 Spring traps spring capacities increased from 5/10/15/20 to 12/8/120. Hammer of Building: begins and instantly ends an improvement of the
building. A new community tab on the news input tray was added, where regular videos of his favorite clash of Clans Content Creators will be presented. The Poción del Hã © Roe will grant its Hã ã © Roe +5 levels to the maximum allowed for its City Hall level. It has been too easy to build an ejí © rtito de rider of full pork and devastating the Th9
and Th10 peoples that they do not have hell towers. That is a lot of boom. The units will now have a launch of the most precise vision to help with the road. Great permanent improvements are you hurry? With the recent changes implemented in the coincidence algorithm of the clan war, according to the feedback that we have been receiving and also
after reviewing our data, we feel that more changes that we must implement were needed. It is not armed. Challenges of the season can now choose to receive 5 gems instead of a resource reward if their warehouses do not have enough space. The attack of multiple barrels of multiple multiple bars is differ for troops to dodge new buildings, the had
so much exciting new buildings! These new additions include: Crushing: A new and powerful defense that does exactly what it seems, "crushed enemigos! Push trap: dispersion attacks the ejé © rcitos throwing troops in a direction of their choice. Otherwise, the defenses defenses Sometimes they will go to the troops deployed before That become
invisible. NEW BATTLE MODE: In comparison with the mode by entering a new way of fighting: ârversus Battle! This new battle style allows you to assume the opponents at a head-to-head attack competition! As with the Wars clan, both competitors are attacked between SÃ and the best attacks. Attacks. reward. Next: Clash of Clans Winter Winter
2018 Update: About stacking of the article explained! It's winter! You can notice after today's update that is starting to look like Christmas around your town. It avoids Grand Warden to die when activating the ability of him if it is damaged at the same time. The Wrecker on the wall, the reseal of the wall will be plowed through wall pieces (making
damage x10) and will kill any other building along its way. Deactivate the current warplace when navigating the history of normal war, while the clan war leagues are in progress to prevent unwanted viewers. 3000 is the maximum new. The decorations of the skins and decorations can now be placed on the exterior edges of the map. Update the
troops to adapt to more units by camp and build more camps to diversify their ranges. Combat the balance. June 2021 - Version 14.93.2 - June 15, 2021 New levels New troops New troops - Dragon Rider New Super Troop - Rocket Quality of Life Life Improvements Ejédo Compassion Now You can share your saved arges, As well as your previously
used army for CLAN Chat or as a link can share outside the game, as well as basic links. The increase in cost and duration of the barracks and the spell factory now were reduced from 4 hours / 20 gems to 2 hours / 10 gems. In a message on Facebook, the developer announced that the maintenance of the update "as soon as possible as possible" will
begin, which depending on when you are reading this may have happened. In any case, the December update brings a ton again content to clans clash. These new free challenges to play are unlocked with each level of the City Council and completing each challenge will provide more challenges for The mega tesla damage will hit the first target of up
to 7 tiles, and then will start the next more closely up to 3 tiles and will also give it to it. Update - August 4, 2012 Wall blowing points increased a bit, training costs were reduced (level 3-5 troops) and Y The insects were crushed while bothering us. Take them to see a live repetition of the battle as it happens! He puts his traps again and recharges all
his defenses easily playing his town hall. The giant pump and pump exploit more than the way after being activated. New: P.E.K.K.A.A. Level 6 (TH11) P.E.K.K.A. The time or update costs have been discounted at all new levels: assistant level 8 (TH11) Assistant levels 6-7 The updated time or costs have been discounted new: Healing level 5 (TH11)
New: Mining level level 5 (TH11) Mining update time or costs have been discounted at all levels, mining level 3 is already available in the City Council 10 (it was in TH11), the levels of miners 2-5 have increased, Increased the new: wall lifter 7 (TH11) The update time of the wall switch has been discounted all the levels of dragon levels 4-6 The HOG
Rider levels 6-7 Hitpoints have increased have increased the base of the builders With the next Builder Hall 6 invitation tournament on the horizon, we would want to share with you the new characteristics that are launched in this next content update. The new system will work much more than before. The resources will not be lost in defense. Earth
troops sometimes could not choose an objective if they have exactly 2 objectives of eligible troops close between Sã and without other objectives. The Opcion ã ¢ â‚¬ Å "The option of the extended implementation bar previously available for tablet players has combined in this option and has been renamed," use two rows "for additional clarity.
Maintenance Break - March 8, 2021 Some error corrections that need approach. The maximum number of attacks available by the war participant is now present as the property Attacking attacks in the / clans / {clocentog} / Currentwar and / Clans / {clocentog} / Warlog Respect in the API clans clash. Balance Tweaks also many small corrections of
errors and settings! [Taken from the article of update V4.53 in the Supercé Lulas Ads forum].] Version 4.14 - May 23, 2013 "City Hall 10 - The Fiery Fortress" presenting the level of the City Council City Council - The Fiery Fortress Brand NEW Defensive Building: Inferno! The Inferno Tower triggers a flame jet that burns even through the thick
armor. ADIDE OPTION TO Turn a wall section. The regeneration times of buildings decreased. We have also seen that for players of all levels, gold was difficult to find, while there was an overabundance of Elixir. Super Archer The Super Archer will no longer be lost the objectives within 0.1 Sã same tiles. Players can not apply if they do not comply
with the minimum requirements. The insincing spells get your spells into a snap! Increasing the factory of spells is now only 20 gems for 4 hours of increase. The option "Skin views" has been added when you visit. New unit, defenses and updates of buildings Clan Improvements The Clan leader can now send messages directly to the entry trays of the
clan members. These changes will reflect a more precise measurement of the offensive power of a player and the clan. Home Village Balance Changes 1 Spring trap has been added to City Council 13 (for a total of 9). Fixed Information Screen of the Sun Archer and Giant Cansel to show the type of damage as Ã ¢ â, ¬ Å "Area SplashÃ ¢ â, ¬ instead of
Ã ¢ â, ¬ Å" Single ObjectiveÃ ¢ . Follow the competition in the new classification table! New game mechanics The configuration of the base of the constructor is ease of the administration of the mind. Clan Badge, Clan Troop Drop Stones and Mastero Updatement Ã ¢ â, â, ¬ "â, ¬" edge will change the edge of the logo of the new clan according to the
level of their clans. Practice mode levels are now just n Available in the same city council as the level, not one before. It is your only builder on this side of the sea, but his upper smarts has helped him develop some new incredible advances. Heal the most severe damage with the seal from of level 6. Increased damage: The pork rider is now a harshest
blow with your hammer! Pigs now have personal trainers to get them in a jump, reducing Hog Rider's training time. The war of war of the clan wars increased: winning the 700% of the war resources of war war (Above 600%) to 350%drawing awards (above 240%) to 300%Pipe Awards (180%). However, unlike other sieges (the destroyer of the wall
and battle), the Slammer Stone does not mainly add up to the enemy City Council. The spring weight of many land troops have increased: additional game changes have improved the experience for players who return: it is triggered when a player has been inactive for more than 90 days and performs updates automatically And add certain
reinforcements so that the player enjoys when he returns. The personalized friendly challenge the ejí dea rcitos that attack in friendly challenges and friendly wars now occur with a specific friendly ejí © rcito that can be configured before their attack and cost resources or time to train. In some cases of rare, the players would begin an improvement
and then pass inactive for a long time of time, and when returning to the game that the same update showed more than 20 days to the left; This problem has now been addressed. Menãš of configuration: enable / disable the deployment bar of the 2 rows unit in the domestic village (only tablets, disabled by default). Improves the design and behavior of
the screen bottle of the start war screen. The timer for the energy pool and the host of Hã © Roe is more accurate. Confirmation bottle added to global chat reports. Level 6 Goblins: Never forget your wallet, or anyone else. An icon will also highlight suggested clans that have a member of their friends list. Without so much elixir, their high -level units
were pumped in them, they would have fewer points of passage than before, and they could not attack with enough power. When claiming rewards of the clan games, if it does not have enough storage space for the claimed article, it is The option to select GEMS instead. A notification will appear in the chat clan if the pairing of the clan war does not
find an opponent. Town Hall 10+ Bowler Housing Space Reduced to 6 Bowling Players did not seem to be providing enough value for a unit of space of 8 homes, and the bulky size made a hard fit in a one army It shows the correct frame of the iduila artillery and the air sweeper instead of showing the last frame that would show that the Águila is out
of the ammunition. If a barracks are being updated, your tail troops no longer count towards "troop capacity after training", count on the barracks training screen. The troops now work together to break the walls, directed to similar wall pieces instead of many different ones. Improve the synchronization of the coordinates of visual and logical objects
in the Design Editor. The configuration menu has been redesigned with dedicated news and more sections, separated from your inbox. Reduced update time for most of Archer and Tower Wizard tower levels. Bruges troops, wall switches, golems, baby dragons, bowling players: reduced cost at all levels of witch: level 2 dps and reduced stroke. Q. The
search for the hairdry and the radius of the air pump have been reduced. A new laboratory screen allows you to navigate the available updates, even while an update is already underway. Instead, it is aimed at nearby defensive buildings, falling rocks that cause the main objective expected, as well as the surrounding structures. Although it may not be
as intimidating as the ice age or the Slammer, the new lake spell can be equally devastating ", especially if combined with them. In Town Hall 10 and the spell Dark Spell Factory Five, the spell of MurciÃ © lake unleashes a swarm of murcals that overwhelm and distract enemy defenses. Changes of balance - 2020 maintenance Maintenance - April 2,
2020 Set the ability to donate the lower level troops than the maximum level when maximum troops are requested. The conversion rate is 10 medals of the League by Gema. Available from the City Council 11 New magicArticles! Hammers hammers are a new class of magical elements that begin and instantly end up an update. We are For the long
wait! Interface and player support improvements If you are not in a league, you will not show the stagstics of winning attacks / defenses. Correction of the revolving death animation for Electro Dragons. Let the sparks fly with a level beam spell 6. Complete each challenge produces points that unlock the rewards when getting enough along with the
clan games come new forms of rewards in Merry Clash magic elements! New seasonal decoration and the return of the time equilibrium units Changes: Golem: HP for levels 1-3 Grease in lava lava: HP for levels 1-3 Giant minors: HP for levels 5, 7 and 8 increased miners: The housing space increased from 5 to 6 Bárbarian King and Archer Queen: The
maximum level increased to 50, the cost of updating for levels 8-45 Decreased Hell Tower: Ability to block the healing of the walls Removed: added 25 level 12 walls for TH11 (for a total of 125) army camp: Level 9 Added for TH11 X-BOW: DPS Reduced for levels 2-4 Other improvements: detection system and prevention of modifications DRAstically
improved. Version 2.21 - August 30, 2012 Presentation of a new impressive defense unit: Hidden Tesla (unlock at City Council level 7). If you have been avoiding traps, it is time to be impressed! Terror 1 Terror at the Town Hall 10 Level 12 Archer Towers: Elegant, deadly and so sharp. The magic user interface of items has been changed to show in a
more easy to read format. Suspension mode of the Clan Castle: The castle of your clan can now alternate between the "Guard" and "Sleep" modes. Three spells introduction: Reproductions of ray spells, healing and anger added to the battle record! Now you can see what happened when someone attacked your people. If you want At 120 FPS, there is
a new speed speed option higher in more configurations that will allow you to return to 120 fps. VERSION 10. ??? The Her Roes now patrol a bigger area and show radio guard when they hit. Allow the exchange of buildings in non-active designs in the editor without activating the designer confrontation. Only one spell spell Be donated fixed visual
error that showed troops as a boost in the villages of other players when it has an active energy potion. Lifetime information was added to record the pitcher's information screen. I am sure we will see all kinds of new attack and defense strategies in the light of the new ice golem, stone slammer and murcal spells. He did not take away the lake Ã ¢ â,
¬ "no word game intentioned! Letting the ice goime fall, followed by the lake spell and then turned off with the stone slammillo and other devastating attacker troops. Â¡ Now you can see a live repetition while waiting to upload your village! The Icons of the HÃ © Roe now show remaining strokes and start blinking when they are low, the ability to
recover a little HP! The Boost resume button now shows the amount of time remaining for the improved level of impulse level for troops / spells pending UNION requests now is limited to 10 per clan to prevent spams (can not be Send additional union requests) Balancing the combat balance [Taken from the update 11/12 - Winter is here! Article in
the SupercÃ © lulars forum.] Version 6.322 - October 22, 2014 "Halloween "A act Creepy Lización has descended on shock! What tricks and treats are in the store? An error of rare orientation was corrected for the ground troops. The gold mine, the elixir pump and the dark barrack updating deadlines were reduced. New construction levels: Dark
Barracks Level 8 Dark Spell Factory Level 5 Workshop Level 3 Balance 3 Balance and Changes of QOL Base Base: Main Village: 3 Slots of Extra War Design are available, for gems, for gems, 1,000, 1,500, 2,000 gems, respectively, Christmas theme activated any The medals of the league on the cover of 2500 will receive your rewards in the form of
gems. Information of rabies spell now correctly indicates the percentage increase of damages (for example, 30% instead of 130%). The A ! The notification icon on the war-button will appear only once by war during preparation (instead of each session). An additional confirmation step was added when loading village from the center of the game to
avoid accidents. Troop troop The statistics are now restart every two weeks. Resource articles: the maximum gold and the elixir increased to 12 million, and the maximum dark elixir increased to 240,000 (this is a consequence of the new storage updates). Or you can use the new shovel of obscures to simply move it to a new location on the map and
keep it forever. The changes in the life / quality of life and the correction of errors were published the notes of complete patches in the forums. Balance changes The wall switch wall switches (and super breakers) can now use the wall spell wall switches, it has been improved for a greater destination consistency and reduces the possibility of attacking
different wall segments when They are implemented. New Opción in the Men of Configuration to disable the screen screen. Caída ship: HP has increased by 10% at all levels. Master of the arcane arcana with the fanbrica of Spell Level 5. Witch: the Daã ± o and the dead points increased; All levels now generate 4 skeletons at the same time (minimum
skeletons summoned without changes). The number of clan troops received now is also shown from the amount of donated troops. Botén's cart now accumulates a looting over time for up to 90 days and its capacity for resources generated from inactivity has increased in the City Hall levels. Excellent work (Super troops impulse) Bute this! (Destroy
weapons constructor huts in multiplayer battles) Game impulse in the Hã © Raes or buildings are no longer canceled when an update begins and will continue to be executed in the background. The spells are now created with Elixir instead of gold. The training time of the builder's base troops has been eliminated and, therefore, can be used in an
attack immediately. of games and quality improvements of life several changes in the game were made with respect to the troops, the damage, the costs and the general improvements so that the clash of the clans is more pleasant. GamePlay error correction sets an error where the Hã © Raes receive a double health regeneration when their capacity
is used automatically and is manually at the same time. Trucos! To release it Pumps available only for limited time. (Already launched in the 2x XP Clan event) Wars Matchmaking Clan now prefers to wait a little more and try to find a little better [taken from the 30/04 update - Sweeper update article Lulas.] Version 7.1 .1 - February 24, 2015 "The
clans are leveling!" The clans are leveling! Leave your clan and gain benefits, prestiges and luxury badges! The level of Caã ± ias 13 packs a blow and takes a lot of dais! CLAN WARS OPT-IN / OPT-OUT gives the Total War Control Clan! Personalizes your clan badge with the editor of the badge! Turn on your clan with the clan benefits ask troops with
more frequency and don In the 6th version of Castle Version 6,407 - December 11, 2014 "Winter!" Package, clashes! The winter update is finally here, introducing the design editor, the most important design both for his local people and for his basis of war! Change among the design fits at any time, make copies of existing design or create new
design from scratch in any time at any time, even can take a break and finish more afternoon! Does other improvements under attack? Update Gold Pass to unlock lucrative rewards and special benefits, such as the times and reduced update costs, as well as Hã © roe's skins! Changes of the clan war leagues: the main patches notes can be found here:
the most large wars and the main scores will be added the size of 30v30 to the leagues in the master leagues or below You can choose your size before looking for clans, maintain your classification for both If a new clan for CWL's busers, its placement depends on its top 15 / Top 30 according to the size, have sought changes in the rewards, the
normal medal rewards no longer depend on the victories, but it depends on the placement in the league. STOP HEROES, Q. Be careful: the The tower can be overwhelmed by a swarm of smaller targets. - June 29, 2018 Changes in the balance: Version 10. ??? Video: Valkyrie: The Wild Whirlwind The Valkyrie rarely used to put its area of area to any
good use. Maintenance break - July 1, 2020 Load SCATTERSHOT with municipal in TH13 Practice level Revert "Skip correction" to prevent troops from running against the wall after leaving the jump. Reduce the number of inferior dragons at the test level of 28 to 18. Once your Giga Tesla is updated at its fifth level, it will unlock the final skill of Giga
Tesla: The City Council becomes a massive bomb doing DaÃ ± or explosion to the surrounding opponents. Greaking this defense will give you the same incredible skills that your constructor base counterpart: Double fall! Ã ¢ â, Å "In superior it is only available when the master constructor is not occupied at the base of the constructor. Skins New Tech
added to the functionality of the skin to allow the special effects of the folds, the most wild, such as the customized troops, the attack blows, the effects of smoke, etc. Changes in the user interface avoid opening the war screen during CWL if it is not at least elderly or included in the list for all levels of the league. Version 2.73 - October 15, 2012 Chat
Improvements Global now is moderate! Report offensive messages when removing them and choosing "report". The exclamation point (!) Of the clan warlings for players who do not have access to the screen was eliminated. The donated siege machines grant 30 housing spaces to the tasks of the clan games. The error corrections were solved a
problem with the blow points that are rounded after the ends of the Aura of the Grand Warden. That seems one Pretty good, although I'm sure there are much better players than me, who will present new strategies. While the new troops are exciting, I am sure that most players are extased on the arrival of the shovel shovel of obstacle tweaks the
percentage of bottle that can be steal from the gold storage and Elixir's storage was To make it easier for the newest players to save resources. In addition, personalized textures take advantage of the most new shaders. It is a defensive building that spits flames that bathe its enemies in plasma scald with the following details: range of 7 Burn Fires
tiles 15 Shooting at Level 6. 16 Damages by shot hits ground and air units Damage of splash of splash version 9.24.24 .1 - May 22, 2017 "Builder Hall Release" of this update, the minimum versions required of the system raised to iOS 7. Constructor potions can be used Directly from the magic user interface of elements. Dispershot HP has increased
from Level 1: 3000 to 3600 Level 2: 3500 to 4200 Super Troop Boosting Two Sweater Troops can now be promoted at the same time. All Súsper Troops now cost 25,000 dark elixir to drive for 3 days. P.e.k.k.a level 2 and 3 blow points decreased. Both Her Roes now obtain an increase in damage and recover health by activating a capacity. With great
power comes a great responsibility. If an opponent as a scratching the painting, the Giga Tesla will emerge. The troops are trained in groups and each army camp has a group at a time. Social improvements: Clans suggestions seeking clans become easier than easy with the function of new clans suggestions. Explore quickly through barracks, dark
barracks and spell factory screens playing arrows. Magic elements: The button moves to access them from the Clan Castle to the City Council. Once your fall is on a high enough level, you will see an option "attend" when you touch it. UI the tab "for you" VFX has been removed, the game engine can now generate multiple spell effects at a time
(combinations of cure, jump, anger, poison, invisibility, hurry, eternal volume, Frosted, clone, stun, shrinkage, etc.). The property is only present if a player is in a clan. We are changing the clock tower of 8 hours to 7 hours and reducing the duration by 50%. New Levels of Defense: Caño, Hidden Tesla, Pump Tower, Hell Tower, Uguble Ugume
Scateshot, walls (only 100 pieces can be updated to level 15) New levels of resource contest: gold storage, elixir storage, dark elixir storage, clan castle construction level of new exits: Laboratory new levels of Trap: Pump new troops levels: Barbarian, Archer, Breaker, Curander, Baby Drag Warden, Level 30 Royal Champion New Nammers in fact:
clone spell, poison spells. House and pets: L.A.S.S.I, Electro Owl, Mighty Yak and Unicorn The general balance of the start challenges and the starting starting challenges are a new way that players between the City Council 2-6 accelerate their progress through s of a variety of challenges similar to silver / gold. Pass. Builder Base Archer Tower Level
6 and the Domitico people Torre de Archer level 10. We recognize that Clan Wars is a characteristic that helped make clans clash in the game that is today. Arc range X decreased to 11 tiles in a moor and land mode. AÃ ± adido Wizard Tower unlocks to the City Council level 6 and another tesla hidden to the City Council of the City Council 8. Giant
boxer: "Power Punch" makes its first attack make a huge damage. New troops The constructor teacher has taken advantage of the power of this new resource to train new troops. Formation of troops and improved housing mechanics. Analyze your most hard fights and improve your skills. This also requests the problem of not having made any repair
within a high -level poison spell. The BãºSqueda ability of the Royal Champion champion and fly to pets if your assigned host is eliminated and the pet is attacking a pet. Retarget of the force of the wall for the powerful Yak if it is helping the host to destroy a wall and the Hã © Roe is eliminated or headed for something to cure the healers will no
longer go to the challenges From the new unicorn season and the tasks of clan games: clan: Clock: Win Multiplayer Battles with Yeti Heads Roll: Win Multiplayer Battles Using Headhunter Champion Hunter - Knock Out X Roof Levels SCATTER BLASTER - Destroy X Scattershots In Battle Battles Unhappy Camper - Destroy X Campes of the army in
multiplayer Battles Beer Basher - Destroy X Builder's Huts in Battles Multiplayer Villan Villain - Destroy X Town Halls in Multiplayer Battles Cost of Elixir Elixir Collector Reduced from 3500 to 3000 to match the cost 5 of Level 5 From the Golden Mine (now they are the same cost at all levels) 3 and 4 Use the tasks of the multiplayer clan games of the
rapid army, now only will work in multiplayer battles once more. Secondary criteria of Electro Dragon To determine the target of the ray chain: if multiple buildings differ at the same distance, the ray of the chain will be directed to the building with the higher blow points. The server now executes battles until the end if the user is disconnected
during the battle. Balloons are jumping with peaks and Jolly Roger. Players can share these designs to their clan or externally, since a link balance changes to the league store: blue skies operation: the main notes of patches can be found here: Operation Blue Skies Update video A new system of coincidence for the Legenda League Design to eliminate
the clouds in League Legend, significantly reducing the time dedicated to finding coincidences System Summary: Each player gets a fixed number of attacks and defenses for each day; who the player can attack and who will attack the player is predetermined by the pairing each day, each day, the new pairing also changes how you can find the
trophies, the boot system and the shields in the details of The legend league The pairing. Then you can find the correction changes of errors to the ground unit to the AI unit that was temporarily implemented in the April update, but became activated quickly. Balance changes - April 29, 2021 (with version 14.0.7 and version 14.0.9 Only for iOS)
Optional Update - - 14.0.4 and 14.0.6 - 14 and April 15, 2021 (version 14.0.6 For Android only (GPS)) corrected the correction of missing mining health bars for the background audio (mission, podcasts) that stops In the launch of the game. Book Fixed Fix all the pet upgrade button Correct the pet classification to match the pet house in the correct
player's proof of the pet classification to match the pet house on the hinge screen RC Special Persian Herring Icon from the fixed fixed base screen Update in the war Exploring an error from Android, which could manifest itself in an accident by players with a great number of SCID friends or in other cases. The giants are shorter and more sincere
than ever. UI At the beginning of an attack, troops will not be selected by default. Balance: Holdown of the reduced clock tower of 8 hours to 7 hours of the clock tower reduced by 50% to 2.5 minutes speed multiplier of the reduced tower of 10x to 8x after a careful consideration , We feel that the clock tower provides too much update time. Tasks
based on troops troops have been reimbursed in order to be completed with the reinforcements of the Clan Castle of the City Council 9 and more. In addition, in correspondence to increase the level of Builder Hall, all defenses, traps and walls can now be updated at level 6. Large large characteristic: must! (The factory of spells is unlocked at the City
Hall 5). Two new levels of wall update: "spikes of pain" and "flaming magma". MatchMaking now gives you better results and runs more quickly. Clan Recruitment Improvements added capacity for clans to establish a minimum town hall requirement to join (similar to requirements trophy). Advance the players if they still want to receive invitations
after having rejected a series of aggregate invitations to alternate the invitations on the Clan Basqueda screen added the clan badges to the list "Search for new members" Botón Clan "to the invitations to the notification bubble ahead when when He has received the maximum amount of clan invitations under way ongoing improvements for suggested
clan models and members. Update the size to level 12 for an incredible fire power. Mighty Yak: The Damage of Splash has been eliminated from the attacks of the powerful Yak. Customizable implementation bar sizes Under the "larger configuration", you will find a new option called "Size of the Application Time Bar". Set the personal rupture that
does not work properly with the 24-hour village guard who gets when entering the flow of rehability. Reduce the healing time of all the Her Roes (the new maximum cure time is reduced from 49 to 40 minutes). When you have an optional update that contains a significant error solution, the game will show a message that encourages you to download
the update. Version 11.651.7 - June 19, 2019 Optional update: Fixed error where players in the 4900-5000 trophy range in the Legend League through the ancient pairing system could not register. At level 1, its overload is about 400 damages. The Hog Rider Rider's Housing Requirement from 6 to 5. The best way to make your Her Roe stronger when
attacking is to increase the skill level of it! The points of blow and the damage for the queen and the stroke points for the king have increased slightly at lower levels. The war-based edition mode is available on the map of the war of the clan only during the preparation day. The changes in the base balance of the constructor reduce the radius of the
3,5-tiled splash crusher to 2.8 tiles, so that it does not cause damage to the units that are out of range so easily. The third mortar is available at the City Hall level at level 7. The training costs of the siege machine have been reduced to 100,000 gold in the levels. Even the battle machine can only withstand a couple of hits before it is removed from the
commission. Or maybe you have a new recruit that could use some orientation during the clan wars? We have the mysterious dark barracks and the new troops of ultra-great dark barracks! Minions: These rapid flying threats rains the deadly acid over their enemies. Edit for x86 chromebooks and some some Devices that are blocked in the municipal
release UI / Fixes visual fixes The workflow of the account switch has changed a bit in this update, so if you have problems that change to your Non-SupercÃ © Lula, Try The following: Go to the game settings - Supercell ID - SCID configuration: Close SESIUM. The maximum possible amount of Botín is still the same. Hammer of Heroes: begins and
end up instantly an improvement in Hero. And he has stopped snowing! Now you can touch and maintain the Create Spells for Queue Production Tail. The Valkyries are now moving as if there is no troop sometime. The yield increased with multiple optimizations. Many of you told us that the boost of the factory of spells / spells of 4 hours was too long
and was obliged to continue assaulting during all the duration or risk of losing. Show gears gears, the attack modes of buildings and air sweeteners point Ángles correctly in the preview of the village. New permanent trap: the trap skeleton! Wait and distract your enemies with a small group of skeleton troops! They could be short-lived, but they will
definitely receive a certain attention. The jumping spell area has been slightly reduced to allow more precise control of the spell. Elixir is now to attack, gold is to improve and defend his people! We wanted that division to be quite clear! The Clan and the Improvements of the Interface, the players who are expelled â €
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